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Dilwyn Jones
At one point I thought this issue was
going to be pretty empty as we were
very short of material, but several peo-
ple responded quickly lo our help re-
quests - thank you very much every-
one.

lhad hoped to bring you a Q60 review
in this issue, as I'd had a machine on
review loan from D&D systems for a

while. Sadly I failed to get the review
done on lime as the machine had lo
go back before I'd finished the review
and my employers decided to make
me work long hours and moved hos-
pitals to start a new prolect which has
proved less than straightforward. lt's
also meant I had less input to this rssue
of QL Today than lwould have liked,
and grateful thanks go to Jochen and
Bruce for the extra work they put in.

Wolfgang Lenerz has moved quickly to
get the SMSQ/E sources out to inter-
ested programmers, and has produced
a style-guide for those who wish to
contribute to the project. While SMSQ/I
is definitely not open-source in the
same sense as Linux, for example, it's
an interesting mix of the commercial
and open worlds, where programmers
can get the sources and con-
tribute new modules or ideas
to the project, all controlled by
a "registrar", the official distri-
bution is still a commercial pro-
ject which will mean we will
get the good backup service
we have been used to from
J.M.S, and QBranch, for exam-
ple
I have finally released the se-
cond version of the QL Docu-
mentation CD This was a bit
of a pet project of mrne, get-
ting as much QL documenta-
tion out there, freely available,
as I could. Some of it is on my
website, limited by space, and
the rest available through either
my PD library service or on a
single CD-ROM Further contri-
butions to it are welcome!

A special thanks to our long running
series authors Herb Schaaf and Nor-
man Dunbar Herb's graphics series
reaches an incredible 29th part - just
where does he get the ideas from?
And if Norman has anything to do with
it, we should by now all be machine
code experts! Thank you chaps. And
welcome too to a new contributor:
Marcel Flipse from The Netherlands
with an interesling hardware article

When I was raving about QPC in these
pages and elsewhere, lwas accused
of favouritism. Lately just because I've
had a Q60 on my desk, l've been en-
thusing about that too, so then I got
several emails accusing me of bias to-
wards Q60 Seems I couldn't win, but it
did at least create much debate, which
is always a healthy thing! To set the
record straight' I think both are magnifi-
cent products in their separate ways
and we should all be very grateful to
Marcel Kilgus {author of QPC2) and
Peter Graf {designer of the Q60) and
those traders who continue to bring us
such valuable products

9.00am Monday morning. The students and staff at Hamelin
University wake up antl realise.......... The Piper is Back !
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Computer One Pascal
Jean-Yves Rouffiac has obtained permission
from Paul lves, former MD of Computer One {a

company which published several QL programs
in the 1980s) to distribute copies of Computer
One Pascal via his website The software re-
mains the property of the original copyright
holders Computer One Pascal is a nice imple-
mentation of the Pascal programming language
for the Sinclair QL. lt features a full integrated
development environment for coding, compiling
and testing, and the ability to create stand alone
executables. lt was first released in LgB4l5.
Whilst not fully ISC compliant, it comes close,
with only a few small differences A number of
extra procedures and functions are provided to
allow you to make use of QL facilities from the
Pascal system.
Computer One Pascal may be downloaded from
Jean-Yves Rouffiac's site on
http ://westhaven. u kl i nux. neUqwertyb/
Another Computer One product, their machine
code monitot has also been made available This
may be downloaded from
http://members.tripod.corn/phpr/qhpc 1 mi.html

Both programs may also be obtained on disk
from my PD library service.

ATenner for Your Autograph!
Just Wordsl has now released AUTO-GRAPH,
one of the most unusual programs ever written
for the QL,
AUTO-GRAPH enables you to analyse most
handwriting samples to form a profile of the
writer To use the program you need no previous
knowledge or experience of graphology All you
have to do is follow the on-screen questionnaire.

Howeve[ you will need a little learning lirne to
familrarise yourself with different handwriting
styles.
Graphology is a controversial sub;ect, but is ta-
ken seriously by many companies when selecl-
ing job applicants AUTO-GRAPH was written
from an agnostic point of view and allows you to
iudge for yourself whether graphology is a

science, a pseudo-science or just plain non
sense,
AUTO-GRAPH costs t10 or 15 Euros and is avai-
lable from JUST WORDS! or OBRANCH lt is a

pointer driven program and requrres Toolkit 2 and
either SMSQ/E or the pointer environment files to
be installed on your machine.
QL Today has a review copy of this program
waiting for a reviewer who'd like a go at review-
ing this "unusual"program (to quote the author). lf
this subject interests you, please get in touch
with the editor to offer your services a a re-
viewerl
Geoff Wicks, 28 Ravensdale, Basildon, Essex,
5516 sHU, United Kingdom. Tel: 02168 - 281826
[-Mail, geoffirvicks@hotmail.com Web,
http://members.tri pod. co. uk/geoffwicks/justwo rds. htm

Second lrish QL Show
The 2nd lrish QL show will take place this
Summer - over the August Bank Holiday
weekend, 24lh lo 26th August,2002.
The dates are definite - just the venue and times
etc. to be finalised {l have several options availa-
ble to me)
It will most probably be on the Saturday, (this

sound OK?) which would allow Sunday and
Monday to hit the huge selection of lrish pubs in

the Area ;-))
Or if not rnto that, the huge amount of tourist
attractions in the Area (Glendalough, just down
the road, is the 2nd biggest tourist area in lreland)
The venue will most likely be in Roundwood,
about 6 or 7 miles away from the location of the
previous one a few years ago. lt will be near the
lT and lnlernet Shop I own so I will be providing
free internet access for the day too.
I witl also organise a meal afterwards, and
possibly on the Friday night also.
Please contact me for further detailsl email,
darrenb@esatlink.com

Floating Point Unit Extensions and
Q60
Claus Graf wriles:
George Gwilt once told me that there is a exten-
sion that lets one use the Floating Point Unit of
Q40 and Q60 (also QXL with replacement pro-

cessor with FPU) from BASIC The software is

written by Simon N Goodwin and he was so kind
to pass it on to me for release. There may be
some people who already know it, but to me it
was new and I also couldn't find it at the usual
places for QL software
It is free and open source. Please get it from
http://q40.de (Programs section)
Speed increase can be huge, depending on the
math functions used.
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Wordscheck
This classic word counl program is now available
in an updated form, compiled with a current
version of Turbo Thanks to an idea Jrom Paul
Merdinian, this program can now extract a list of
all the different words in a Quill or plain text file.

Previously it would create a word couni list; now
you can use it to extract just word lists which
would help with the creation of an index or a
specialist word list exlracted from a technical
document for example,
The new version 18 may be downloaded from
www.soft . net, uk/d j/software/f reeware/freeware. htm I

BaseCon and Character Pick
I have just added two new pointer driven pro-
grams to the My Freeware page on my website
BaseCon - Pointer driven number base con-
version, between binary/decimal/hex.
Character Pick - Pointer driven character selec-
tion menu, left click on a character from the QL
character set to see its CODI value, right click to
send it to another program via the stuffer buffer
Avoids frequent reference to the QL manual to
{ind the keypresses needed for accented
characters etc.
Both are about 30KB downloads from
www.soft . net. u k/d j/f reewarelf reeware. htm I

New Spanish QL Site
QL Today has been informed of a new Spanish
site dedicated to the QL, by Javier Guerra. Very
little information was supplied to us, except that
the site is in the Spanish language and the site
address is, http://badared.com/QL

Examples of files added include the QL Service
Manual, several useful QL Today articles and
most of the manuals for the TF Services hard-
ware products have been added. The full list of
items on the disk, a file called RTADME_TXT on
the CD, alone runs to some 55KB! The CD is
supplied in 15O-9660 QXL.WIN format so should
be usable on mosl QL emulators and Qubide sys-
tems using Thierry Godefroy's Atapi/CD thing ln

addition, zipped copies of the various files are
also available, so the CD can be used from
non-QDOS systems to some extent too.
This CD is available direct from Dilwyn Jones and
from Darren Branagh of Q-Celt Computing.

CDs available in the USA
American Qlers can now order the Dilwyn Jones
range of QL CD-ROMs {rom Phoebus Dokos in

lndiana to save on Sterling currency conversion
costs.
Phoebus R. Dokos, 941 Lilac Streel Apt. nl
lndiana, PA 15701-3340, USA
Tel: *1 ',7241 464 0199

FD Library grows
The Dilwyn Jones PD library service has grown
to over 70 disks of general PD software, 15 disks
of QL games, nearly 50 disks of QL screens
clipart and over 25 disks of demo versions of
commercial QL software And the library is still
growing, with a large numbers of disks of
software yet to be sorted!
The catalogue is available by email, on my
website, or as a text file on floppy disk

Literature CD
Mike Edwards is working on a CD-ROM of classic
literature for the QL. Available as text file, this
should make an ideal source of reading material
for those long winter nightsl More details in the
next issue!

The EURO and the Post
Although the EURO is valid currency and all
stamps in the participating countries are priced in
EUROs now, it is, unfortunately not possible to
use, say Austrian EURO stamps in another
country but Austria. Please do not send your
stamps around and include it with an update disk
for return postage. lf you want to enclose return
postage {for dealers or Wolfgang Lenerz's
SMSQiE source), you still have to go for lnter-
national Reply Coupons, if source and destination
countries are not the same.

ef4bf3@ld!*
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Release 2 of the QL Documentation CD is now
available A considerable number of documents
and diagrams have been added, contrrbuted by
many people since the original was released.
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JMS News
After "the License" for the SMSQ/F sources has
finally been sorted out {see final version on page
15 in this issue), and the Styleguide connected
with it specifies that QMAKE should be used to
link and make it, I thought il would be nice to do
a SMSQ/E license summer special price See
JMS ad on page 27 tor details.
New versions of QD and QMAKE have been
made available for registered customers in the
JMS BBS. I have improved some stippled colours
so that it looks better in Hi-Res colour mode The
updates are not essential, and as usual can be
obtained as well by sending in the master disks
and lRCs .. please no foreign stamps {see note
on previous page)

The BBS has been refreshed again. I would like
to ask to use only the phone number 502014 in

the future Both 13 and 14 now end at the same
modem, but I wish to free the 13 eventually I had
to change the ISDN exchange to a new one with
internal ISDN bus, but fewer analogue ports, so I

can connect only one modem. Not a problem, the
traffic on the BBS is fairly low for the last couple
of years, and the 502014 connects to the faster
modem.

Super/EtherlDE
from Nasla
The goal, create a Qubide successor This should
update the Qubide circuitry with the latest ATA

specs in mind, and also upgrade it with new
functions. Here are the results,
The new IDE board comes in two flavors, Super-
lDE, which is an IDE only interface, and EtherlDE,
which is the same as the above, with a l0BaseT
[thernet interface built-in (more about this later).
Both will be referred to as ttherlDE.
The board is a 4-layer one, exactly the same size
as the Aurora. lndeed, it has mounting holes in

the same places as the Aurora, so it will be pos'
sible to easily stack these two using appropriate
spacers. There is no through-conneclo[ the
board is designed to operate on a backplane,
powered by a 5V power supply Also, the board
is designed to work only on GC and later
systems, and is of course 'forward compatible'
with GoldFire Although these seem like drastic
design decisions, they have good reasons be-
hind them, which will become apparent through
the list of features.
Since hard drive technology has advanced con-
siderably in the years following the creation of
the original Qubide, the Super/EtherlDE takes full
advantage of this with the following features,

Fully compatible with Qubide
I am trying to get ahold of Phil Borman, the
author of Qubide, so that the code can be made
open, or at least accessible This would permit
modifications to support the new functrons of
SuperlDf ln the interim, either version of Qubide
code will work, but some features will not be as
elegantly accessible as they would be in a fully
fledged Qubide upgrade.

3 IDE channels for a lotal of up lo 6 devices* The 3 channels, A, B and C can be assigned
using optional {*) jumpers so that the resulting
order of devices and the boot device can be
customized.
- For each channel, one ol the devices {master
or slave) can be an on-board device, see below
* Channel C implements hot-swapping, the baility
to insert and remove devices while the system is
powered up. This ability will need support in
software, the hardware default is emulation of a

regular IDE channel, ie. hot-swap is disabled.

Up to 3 On-board devices
- SuperlDt can accomodate one 2.5" hard disc
(on channel A), and up to two compact flash {CF}
cards {channels B and C) right on the board The
CF connector for channelC is placed at the edge
of the board where it can be rnade accessible
when the system is mounted in an appropriate
enclosure, so the user can insert and remove it
while the system is running, using the hot-swap
function.
- When an on-board device is presenl, the stan-
dard connector for that channel can still connecl
to one off-board device
- Use of on-board devices eliminates all cables to
them, they simply slot into the connectors
provrded, power is provided from the backplane.
This makes it possible to build very small sys-
tems, or use exclusively CF cards for minimum
power consumption, and is ideal for something
like the MinisQL

Transparent ROM mode, simplified seiup
- This special mode of operation enables the
SuperlDE lo operate without using up any ROM
space. lt requires a small piece of loading soft-
ware and uses the RESPR version of the driver
stored in the on-board Flash ROM (see below).
Because of this, it is possible to operate Super-
IDE concurrently with RomDisq even on Goldcard
systems.
- Because of the transparent mode ROM feature,
there is only one address jumper and it is optio-
nal {*) lt selects between GC and SGC/GF

6 QL loday re



systems in cases where the transparent mode is

not used for some reason.

Simple software upgrades
- SuperlDE uses a II2MB Flash ROM to hold the
driver A mechanism is provided to access the
whole capacity of the Flash chip so that additio-
nal software can be loaded in it. Software up-
grades can now be performed by the users
themselves.

Odds and ends
- Unlike Qublde, which was crealed before the
time these things became part of the official IDE

specs, all signal lines are terminated for best
signal integrity. Power for the IDE circuitry, on-
board IDE devices, and in case o{ the EtherlDE,
the Ethernet interface, is separately filtered to
prevent mutual interference.
- Forward compatibility with GoldFire also insures
that faster accesses will be possible to the hard
drives, however the speed is still limited by B-bit
bus inlerfacin and the signal integrity on the bus.
Even so, at least a 2x improvement in speed can
be expected with GF

(*) Optional jumpers and connectors
Because all of these add to cost but not neces-
sairly to function in a given system, several
connectors and jumpers are optional. lt is left to
the user to decide which ones their SuperlDE
gets fitted with, at order time. These are,
- Channel assignment jumpers. Without them
channels default to the order A, B, C - winl-
being the first device on channel A etc.
- ROM address jumper Without it, the default
ROM location is 0C000h, i.e the ROM port ad-
dress. liansparent ROM mode works regardless
of the ROM location
- CF and 2.5" drive connectors User specifies
what they want to have as these are quite
expensive.
- Extra LED connectors. These are normally use-
full only for developement and enable a separate
LED activity indicator for each IDE channel. ln the
case of EtherlDt, a full complement of 4 Ethernet
status LEDs is also optional, agatn, most usefull
for developement The board supports use of all

optrons simultaneously when maximum flexibility
is required.

EtherlDE speciffics:
The Ethernet portion of EtherlDt is equivalent to
the flthernet interface on the GF and is provided
as an option in hopes it will create a developer

platform, so that some form of tthernet support
is already available when the GF appears on the
market lt is a l0Basel interface, meaning its 10

megabit and uses a twisted par medium. lt
should be noted that there is no software for this
as of yet. Howeve[ having working hardware pre-
sents a huge potential for TCPIIP stack deve-
lopement as it enables an already established
system, such as a Linux or Windows box to be
used as a 'simulator' for the rest of the network
{for instance a web host or network sniffer) to
help with testing and debugging I hope this will
advance both tthernet and TCP/lP developement
for the QL. The Ethernet hardware is highly inte-
grated and consists of a single chip, a l0BaseT
coupling transformer, and a few passive compo-
nents SuperlDE boards are the same as Ether-
lDE, the Ethernet speciffic parts are just not
soldered on. This means that SuperlDE boards
can be upgraded to EtherlDt. The hardware also
shares SuperlDt's transparent ROM technology
and operates without using up the limited ad-
dress resources of the QL The RJ45 [thernet
connector and the network activity LID connec-
tor are located along the edge o{ the board
similar to the hot'swap capable CF connector:
The single LED is 'intensity coded', it lights dimly
when a proper link is achieved with another
system or a hub/router: and lights brightly when-
ever data is being transmitted or received

Technology:
Advances in technology have made it possible to
put the entire IDE interface logic into a single pro-
grammable chip. SuperlDE requnes only 3 extra
chips - the Flash ROM, and two switch chips for
hot-swap capability. EtherlDt adds one more chip
for the Ethernet.

Stalus:
Project done, trying to gather up funds for a
prototype run and then for full production.

Why this and not GF which is whal I should
really be doing and what everyone is waiting
tor?
Well, GF requires money and a user base to exist
when it finally gets done EtherlDE did not take
very long to develop, mostly because much of it
is nearly verbatim Qubide circuitry SuperlDE is a
much smaller (though still sizeable) investment,
and I am hoping to use it to rise money to get
the GF to the market ln simple terms: I had to
chose between possibly nothrng and EtherlDF
and GF - so I chose the latter:

7QLVoday



Gee Graphics! ( on the 0L?) - Pa rt29
H. L. Schaaf

"And Even More Connecting the
dots"......

This time we add the Gabriel graph, another
subset of the Delaunay triangulalion to the menu

lf we consider any Delaunay edge as the diame-
ter of a circle, and there are no points inside that
circle, then that edge is part of the Gabriel graph

Continuing on from GG*2B, take the mixture of
code51-bas, D2V-bas, and the PROcedures for
angl-frm, dist-btwn, SWAPand CYC that we had,

with the listing'AddHull-bas" rrerged in.

Un-REMark lines 5830 and 5975 that refer to the
Gabriel graph

Now merge in the listing'AddGabriel-bas'

11000 REMark AddGabriel-bas, to go with GG#29

11010 REMark H L Schaaf July 2, 2002
11020 DEFine PR00edure Gabriel
77VA lO0al i, i,x7,yl,x2,y2
11040 FoR i = 1 To DrMN(Dedg)
11050 test-va1 = 0
11060 nid pt-x = (e(oedg(i,1),t)+ p(tedg(i,z),L)) /2
11070 mid*pt; = (P(Dedg(i,1),2)+ P(Dede(l,e),2)) /2
11080 x1 = P(Dedg(i,1),1) : y1 = r(oedg(i,L),2)
11090 x2 = P(Dedg(l,2),7) : y2 = P(Dedg(i,z),2)
11100 test*rad = (dist_btwn (x1,y1,x2,yZ))/2
11110 rORj=1T0DIMN(P)
rrtzo rF ((j <> Dedg(i,1)) AND (j ,, Dedg(i,2))) TI{EN
1773A test-dis = dist-btwn(mid pt-x,mid-ptg,P(j,1),P(j,2) )
IL740 IF test-dis rtest-rad THEN

71L50 test-va1 = i
11160 ErSE
17170 test-val = 0
11180 EXrT j
11190 END IF
772AO XND IF
71210 END FOR j
7L220 fF test-val = i : show-edge(i)
Lt230 END FOR i
1.7240 END DEFine Gabriel
Ll25O RSMark end of listing AddGabriel-bas

I've mucked about and made some progress We can see how these topics are related to
with Steve Poole's Voronoi program but still have Voronoi and Delaunay diagrams
some problems. Degeneracies?

K. Ruben Gabriel & Robert R. Sokal "A new
Next time? You might well guess that Minimum sfafistical approach to geographic variation
Spanning Tree will come next. After that we can analysis" Systematic Zoology, Vol. 18, issue 3,

add a few more subsets of "neighbors" to the pp.259-278. Sepf. 1969
menu. Then perhaps we can go into some
examples of degeneracies. tEditor's comment: Wel[ next fime you're FIVE

full years with us. Greal Herb, thanks in the
Footnote: Ruben Gabriel is a prominent statisti- name of the QL-Today team and all readers.
cian and emeritus professor of mathematics al And a quick word to the readers; fry so Herb's
the University of Rochester: He studied and creations in aclion, best explained by Herb
wrote about geographic partitions, regions, and himself Always inferesting af US shows, and
contiguity connectedness and separateness. maybe we have a chance in BerchtesgadertJ
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A UK 4-way trailing socket designed to switch off
computer peripherals autornatically when the com-
puter is switched off, or (in the case of an ATX com-
puter) when it auto-powers down. Compswifcft has
one control socket, and three switched sockets.

cost.......... ....".f24
* *** ** * * ***rr *NE\;V* **rr* **** * * * **

Up to 8 mbyte of flash memory for the QL
A small plug in circuit for the QL's ROM pcrt (or
Aurora) giving 2, 4 or 8 mbytes of permanent storage -
it can be thought ofas a portable hard disk on a card,
and reads at some 2 mbytss per second.
Think of it - you could firlly boot an expanded QL,
including all driverVSMSQ etc off RomDisq at hard
disk speed with only a memory expansion needed.

2 mbytes RomDisq............f39 (t"45/f4lt.
4mbytes RomDisq...... ........f65(f6$ 867)
8 mbytes RomDisq..........f98 (r99/f 100)

Aurora adaptor............... ....... g3 (f, 3. -50114)A major hardware upgrade for the QL
All Hermes features (working serl/Z at 19200,
independent baud rafeVdeSormced
keyclick) IBM AT kbd,tlf ll HIGH SPEED RS232 at
5760Al/ serial mouse port and 2 other RS232 inputV/
3 Volinesl EEPROM
Cost (including manuaUsoftware)ig0 (f,92/ f93\
IBM AT UK layout Keyboard.............. tl f (f, I 3/gf 5)
Serial mouse ...................r8 ([8.50/€9)
Capslock/scrollock LED ................. gl (tl . 50/f l. 50)
Keyboard or mouse lead .................. €3 (S3. 50/f3. 50)
High speed serial (ser3) lead ........... $4 ([4. 50/f4. 50)

Ifermes avaihble for f,25 (n6lnT Working serl/2
and independent inprl debounced keyboard.

SuperHormes LIIT: All Hermes features (see

abwe) + an IBM AT kgiboard interface only.
Cost (incl ke$oard lead) ................... f.53 (t 54 I f5 5t

A low profile powered backplane with ROM port
A three expansion backplane with ROM port included for

RomDisq etc. Aurora can be fitterl in notebook case and
powered off single 5V rail - contact QBranch for details.
Two boards (eg Aurora and Gold Card./Super Gold Card/
Goldfire fixed to base. Suitable for Aurora (ROM accessible
from outside) & QL motherboard in tcwer case. Specify
ROM facing IN towmds boards, or OUT towards track o[

Connests to Minerva MKII and any Philips IzC bus

Power Driver Interface 16 Vo lines wtth 12 of these rmed ro
contml I current carr:dng outputs (source and sink capable)

2 amp (for 8 relays, smell motors) AA (5431f44)
4 amp total (for motors etc) ................... f,45 (f48/f50)
Rel+vs (8 3a l2v 2-way mains relays (needs 2a power
driver)...... .... n1(nVng)
Perallel Interface Gives 16 inputloutput line;. Can be
used urherever logic signals are required..-. .....f25 (n7/828)
Analosue, Interf3ge Gives eight I bit analogue to
digital irputr (ADC) and two I bit digital to aualogue
outputs (DAC). Used for temp messurernents, sound
sampling (to 5 KIIz), x/y plotting.....,....,.-....f,10 (f31|832)
Temn Drobe (40oc to +l25oc) .............. frO ([10.501€1 I )
Connector for four temp probes.....,-....... f10 (f,10.50/e 11)
Data sheets.... ...f2({2.50lf.,3\
Control soft?yare & manual (for all VF) .-.....f2 (n5Uf3)

f)L RS'.PAIRS {I[< nnlw\
Fixed price firr unmodified QLs, excl microdrives. QLs

tested with Thorn-EMI rig andROM software.

f27 ncl6 month guarantee

fhe OBfCn'Llt.svstem onerefinq ry
OTI{ER FEATURES COMMON TO AL. ! VERSIONS
DEBUGGED operating system/ auloboot on reset of
power failure/ Multiple Basic/ faster scheduler- gmphics
(within 10oZ of lightning) - string handling/ WHEN
ERROR/ 2nd screen/ TRACEI non-English keyboard
driverV '1parm" fast reset. V1.97 with split OUTPUT
baud rates (+ Hermes) & built in Multibasic.

First npgrede free. Odreflise seDd f,3 (+{5 for mrnual tf requd),
Send dtskplus SAE or tro IRCs

MKr..{40 (g4r/M3) MKIL*t6s (f661961)

MINERVA RTC (ItffilI) + battery for 256 bytes ram.
CRASIIPROOX'clmk & I2C bus for interfacing. Can
autoboot from batiery backed ram. Quick sfart-up.

OL SPARB,S

Keyboard membrane ..---..... no longer on sale1377?pL ...-.....f,3 {n.5ur4)
Circuit diagrams -.-.................. . f3 (f3.50/t4)
68008 cpu or 8M9 IPC.................................... t8 (€8. 501€9)
830 I /8302 or JM ROM or serial lead..... -.. -f I 0 (f,l 0. 50/f.1 I )
Power supply (sea mail overseas)................... f 12 (tlTlf.2l)

Price8 include Fosrge ud prcklng (Aimail w}ere rypbsble)' Prices are: IIK @uropc /Ret ofwarld). PNymnt by cil€que dmm on bank with tIK rddressl
postal ods or CASinl I ff no lotrgtr rspt crrd pryments s ItK ely d6 PDQ trrmection. SAI c IRC for full litt {nd detrils

- 
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Comments to Joh n Perry's review
of Spelling Crib
Geoff Wicks

I can have no complaints about
John Perry's positive review of
Spelling-Crib, but there are a

couple of points about which I

would like to comment. I am
also seeking some information
over possible QTYP problems
John writes that the Spelling-
Crib manual warns that "appa-

rently only one program at a

time can use QTYP'. This is not
so. QTYP is strictly speaking
not a spelling check program,
but extensions that allow you
to do spell checking. lt is per-
fectly possible for programs to
'share' QTYP What is not pos-
sible ls to have more than one
dictionary loaded at any one
time. Also only one of the pro-
grams can "control" QTYP ln
practice this usually means that
if you want to load a new dic-
tionary you can only do it using
that program.
tEditor's comment; you can
also load, save and add
dictionaries through the QTYP
Spell Exlension (which is what
you refer to) and fhe BASIC
commands il rnstalls.J

John asks why I use the for-
ward slash " l' tor a wildcard in-

stead of the normal conven-
tions of "*" for a string and "?'

for a single letter The simple
answer is that is what Ql-users
wanled. One of the most com-
mon requests I had about
Solvit-Plus was to allow "/'for
wildcards as this is easier to
type than '?' because no shift
key is necessary ln Spelling-
Crib it also had the advantage
that "/' is by the alphabetic
keys, whereas '*' is by the
numeric keys. lt speeds the
typing of the search word

Returning to QTYP At the end
of last year Dietrich Buder
reported some problems with
the QTYP-DED program that
enables you to add words to or
write dictionaries for QTYP
Although he was rmpressed by
the compression of QTYP he
found problems with large dic-
tionaries when working at the
top of the dictionary in

QTYP-DED ln particular he had
crashes after saving and com-

pression when he had added
or corrected a word. Although
the dictionary was usable for
spell checking it could not be
reloaded into the QTYP-DED,
which gave error message ol I

believe, an unsuitable file lt was
however possible to expand
this corrupted file and make a
new dictionary from the texi
word list

Some of my tesls confirmed
Dietrich's experiences, but un-
fortunately time pressures
meant lwas unable to do allthe
testing work I promised him I

have written large dictionaries
for QTYP without countering
sirnilar problems, but then I use
QTYP-DED only for building
and compressing the dictiona-
ry and not for editing the word
list

I would be interested to hear
the experiences of other peo-
ple who have used QTYP-DED
to write large dictionaries and,
in particular whether they in-

cluded notes by some words,
which I suspect may be asso-
ciated with the problems
Dietrich reported

To Pay Or Not To Pay
Al Boehm

Roy Wood in his informative
Byts of Wood (page 61 of the
Mar/Apr 2002 QL Todayllamen-
ted the practice of 'cracking"

commercial software and then
distributing the result for free
lndeed I have heard of freeware
called Open Office that imitates
MicroSof t Office including
Word, Excell, and PowerPoint. I

am a little wary of Open Office
despile my judgmental scorn

of MicroSoft for sharp business
practice * two wrongs don't
make a right
On the other hand, it is legal
under copyright law to analyze
a program to find its algorithms
and l/O format, and then write a
program that does the same
thing. You are not allowed to
copy code to put into the new
program. Howeve[ two people
will often write the same code

given a specific algorithm. So
the trick is prove you wrote the
code not copied it
Open Office does provide
source code. After determining
the various formats that Word
uses, a filter program could be
written for the QL to read in

Word documents.

A Specific Leson From
the PC
Roy's specific example in-

volved a freeware version of a
20 pound program to set up a

ram disk on a PC ln IQLR
Nov/Dec 1994 p 63, I showed
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how to make a ram disk for the
PC! The PC ram disk was used
in my QXL to gain additional
fast storage The instructions
are not too arcane for most QL
programmers and are included
in the sidepanel for those QXL
owners that may have need of
such a thing
There doesn't seem to be
much need of a PC ramdisk for
other emulator users since
they can use the better dyna-
mic QL ramdisk. Howevet the
PC ramdisk does seem to be a
neat way for the QXL to com-
municate with say Q-emulator
or QPC2 so that both could be
working on parts of a long
number crunching program. . I

have not been able to get
ramdisk to work on QLAYW
Therefore, the question be-
comes why did someone think
they could charge 20 pounds
for something that is free in the
first place.

There are two answers. Frrst I

have not tested the PC ramdisk
commands wlth the latest ver-
sions of Windows. Things may
be (probably are) more compli-
cated. The second reason is
that lf the commercial program
has a good front end that is
easily understood, it may be
worth t20 to some people not
to have to spend the time
finding, understanding, and
implementing the manual. This
point has QL implications

The QL Scenario
Forget about the PC. The first
question is' Should we Qlers
"crack" commercial programs
and give them away as free-
ware?
I had to answer this question
recently I have been writing
and accumulatlng a collection
of Ed Aids to help in editing
S{uper}Basic programs Some
have been published in Quanta
Some of them use Qref/Qload
which are commercial pro-

To make a PC Ramdisk for the QXL
ln the CONFIG.SYS file, anywhere alter the HIMEM.SYS com-
mand, include the command

DEVICE=ramdrive. sys( size) ( sector) < directory, /E/A
where size rs in kilobytes 4 lo 32767 (64 is default), sector is
tZB,256,or 512 only and is the number of bytes in a sector {512
is default), directory is the max number of directories, 2 to 64 E
or A is used, not both. E means use extended memory; A
means use expanded memory lf the program ramdrive.sys is in
the C\DOS\ directory then,

DEVICE=C:\DOS\RAMDRIVE.SYS 7030 /E
will initialize a 1 megabyte ramdisk. Some PC OS used
VDISK SYS instead of ramdrive.sys.
On the QXL, the ramdisk shows up as another win drive and
must be formated before use This rarndisk format is very fast
On the PC, a, and b, are assigned to floppy drives and the first
win drive (QXL winl) is c,. The second win drive {QXL win2) is d,

and may actually be a second hard drive or it could be the
second partition of the first drive or a drive on the network, or
the PC ramdisk. The third is e, and so on
ln any case, you will probably have to add to lhe CONFIG SYS
file'

I,ASTDRIVE=X
where X is a letter far enough along in the alphabet to allow for
all various drives plus the ramdisk drive.

grams lcould, with some work,
write them so they used free-
ware keywords instead of Qref/
Qload However QrefiQload are
readily available and not that
expensive. Plus I am way be-
hind in my list of things I wish to
program for the QL.
The second question is, Should
we Qlers go open source on
our commercial products (The
SMSQ/I issue!)
The sad fact is that no one
expects to make a fortune
wriling QL software Many of
the QL commercial programs
have been made freeware,
Further the lack of a money
incentive has no doubt cut the
number and quality of new QL
programs.
We have a vast amount of QL
freeware. Much of it is very
good. The typical difference
between the good freeware
and the commercialproducts is

in how "polished" the program
is and in the documentation
Writing a program is fun;
cleaning it up for diverse users

and writing the documentation
is work. Some kind of mone-
tary incentive is requisite.

Grants as incentive
Much development in the US is
not based on the hope of sel-
ling a product. lnstead it comes
from grants. NESQLUG has
tried this approach. Suppose
you as a programmer have a
good idea for a program. You
could write the program and
try to sell it, or alternately you
could petition NESQLUG or
some other group for a grant.
The amounl from NESQLUG
itself would be quite small.
However, in our experience
individuals wanted to get in on
the ground floor and add to the
seed money Depending on the
original agreement, the com-
pleted prograrn could be made
available as freeware for the
betterment of the QL communi
ty or il could be sold commer-
cially with the original backers
getting a discount With the
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small QL user base, it's worth
considering.
Of course, ltry to bolster those
QL programmers that come out
with a commercial product. I tell
other people about them, write

reviews about them, and when
I have the money I even buy
them.

PS My teenage exchange stu-
dent guru informs me my defi-

nition of crack is old-fashioned.
A "crack" is jargon for a pro-
gram that defeats a program's
copy protection. The 'crack' is

legal until it is usedl

US QL Show - Washing-
ton, D,C, l June 20A2
Alex Wells

At the end of May this year we were visiting the
USA from Britain to attend a conference in

Norfolk, VA, and to see our daughter in North
Carolina. How could lresist a QL meeting nearby
when it was so perfectly timed?

The one day show was held at the Park lnn, just

oulside the Washington beltway, and actually in

Maryland Al Boehm (with Ruth Fegley, secretary
of NFSQLUG) had made the arrangements,

complete with a collection service from local air-

fields for visiting QL-ersl This meant that short
stay visitors could avoid the hassle of car rental.

There was a Friday evening get-together in the
localChinese restaurant for those arriving in time,

and a 'Maryland Crab Fest'on Sunday to add local
flavor

Al and Dorothy had chosen a hotel whrch com-
bined a metropolitan location with reasonable
prices and accessible local amenilies - shops,
food and drink were'just around the corner'. This
was very handy for Europeans or Californians
hoping for a no-driving booze on Friday and
Saturday night

Saturday started with checking in the 30 visitors
- a number which included about B European
residents, 4 californian visitors, NESQLUG'locals',

plus several family members and friends nol ac-
iive at the QL keyboard. Dorothy Boehm had
generously offered to show wives and olhers
around Washington on Salurday. I had planned 1o

drop Pat and Fiona off at George Washington's
house just across the river so we were delighted
when Dorothy offered 1o include it before starting
the more conventional city tourist attractions -
many thanks from all for a stimulating day outl

The morning session of the show was spent with
our august body of traders (Jochen and Roy
Wood) showing lhe QL flag and answering
queries, but probably not doing enormous
amounts of business We are lucky to get this 'de-

votion to duty', as the costs must be far greater
than the income. Marcel Kilgus was present to
describe the updates to QPC2 and SMSQiE for
QPC - there were to be more improvements later
in June Darren Branagh and Steve Reyal had their
camera going (as was the case at the Manches-
ter AGM) so if you want to see many of the
leading figures on the US QL scene, get the CD
Darren and Steve played their Quanta AGM CD in
the afternoon session.

ln addition to the conventional trading, Al Boehm
had set up two'virtual trade tables'for the mutual
benefit o{ the 30 or so visilors and traders who
could not be present The first of these unmanned
stands showed the D & D printed publicity
material about the Q40iand Q60 A second more
modest area was devoted to 'Bible Helps' bible
study disks with Greek and Hebrew texts avai-
lable - the QL was always adaptable to different
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New Millennium.
IVew Century"
IVew QL. What mare could you want?

Features
r Q40i : 68040 CPU,40 MHz, MMU, FPU

x Q60/60 & Q60/66: 68060 CPU, 60/66 MHz, MMU, FPU

r Q60/80:68LC060 CPU, B0 MHz, MMU

r 68060 superscalar architecture, dual execution units

r Up to 160 BogoMlPS performance for QDOS+SMSQ/E

,t 16 to 128 MB RAM, PS/2 module sockels

x 256 kB ROM (mainboard supports up to 1024 kB)

r Highspeed 32 bit graphics, plus original QL modes

x Up to 65536 colours at1A24 x 512 pixel resolution

"r lt/ultisync nronitor output (15 pin HD connector)

x PC Keyboard interface (DlN)

x 20 kHz Stereo sound

x Battery buffered clock, 2 KB nonvolatile RAM

r Controller lor 2 floppies and 2 IDE harddisks or CDROM

r 2 Serial ports with 115200 Baud, Parallel port (on l/O
card supplied with mainboard)

r Hardware extension slot supports ISA cards

r Fits directly into AT Minitower or other standard case

r +5V I +12V power supply

I No tinkering, no parts from original QL needed

,x Mainboard size 8.2 x 6.3 inch

r Can boot SMSQ/E in a few seconds, directly from ROM

,r Three dilferent operating systems availablel
SMSQ/E, QDOS Classic, Q60 Linux

Prices

Mainboard

Q40i
Q60/60
o60/66
Q60/80

RAM

16 MB.*
32 MB

MB
80 MB
r 40 nrDt 49 tvIU

l/0 Card (FLP,IDE,SER,PAR)."

Operating System
SMSQ/E for Q40i/Q60-" S 10.00
QDOS Classic for Q40ilQ60. free
060 Linux CD e 15.00

Ethernet Gard 10 Mbit/s t 17.00

Gased assembled computers
Type A (Mainboard in case) t 40.00
Type B (Fully built system with
mainboard, 1.44 MB Floppy,

GB Harddisk, 54xCDROM) E 152.00

Preinstal led software package

QPAC1, QPAC2, FiFi, QD,
PROWESS and much more,
over t100 worth t59.00

t 284.00
g 390.00
f 463.00
e 614.00

E 17.00
E 34.00
t 36.00
r 53.00
z t 4,.uv

t 14.00

** Standard parts, always required for operational mainboard *on mainboard support disks

Shipping and handling is extra. Prices may change due to semiconductor costs or exchange rates. All
mainboards with VGA lead, sound adaptor, support disks and manuals. Please note: The Q60/80 is not
available with floatingpoint coprocessor.

Website and technical information:

www.q40.de
Email: info@q4O.de

D&D Systems
P.O. Box 5813, Ripley, Derbyshire, England DEs gZR

Tel. +44 (0)1773-740170, FAX +44 ($1773-74\399
Email: sales@q4O.de

Financially assisted by a loan from QUANTA

Take the power back in your hands"
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fontsl A third stand contained a small quantity (by

recenl Manchester AGM standards) of bits and
pieces. The main altraction was a collection of 12

old 275M8 hard drives - ideal sizes for Qubide
systems - rescued by Al. His innovative pricing
policy (1 for $1, 2 for 50 cents) ensured that they
all went in no time

ln the afternoon, we had informal presentations or
demonstrations, including the AGM video. Herb
Schaaf connected his separated QL components,
described as 'the first distributed computing
complex', and ran some of his 'Gee Graphics'
programs He gave a fascinating demo and
answered many questions, lt is good to see the
QL performing original calculations rather than
word-processingl

Nasta gave us an update on his hardware proiects,
and the GoldFire in particular always arouses spe-
cialinterest. The speed of the GoldFire willroughly
equalthat of the Q60/66, except for floating point
since a 6BEC060 CPU {without FPU) is used. lt's
speed is about 13x that ol the SGC As always,
the financial aspects were the main cause for
delays.

When Goldfire arrives, it is likely to release
secondhand SGCs into the market. There was

also a hint that some bargain new Auroras may
appear soon Aurora display drivers for SMSQ/I
were also a topic of discussion.

Another possibility that Nasta discussed was
building a 'portaQl' based on the 6B5Z328
DragonBall CPU, used in the 6Bk based Palm

PDAs He said this is the highest frequency
68000 core in existance {as opposed to 68020+
cores). lt works at 66MHz, is fully 6Bk
compatible, has a built-in SDRAM controller
serial port, and USB lt might even provide high
color VGA monitor or LCD output without
needing too many additional components.

There was a discussion about color palettes with
Jim Hun-
kins in-

volved,
trying to
find me-
thods thai

would
work with
ALL the
platlorms,

QL,
Aurora,
QPC,

Q40/60
and the
upcoming
GoldFire.
It was
great to
see the

forces
that unif y
our inter-
ests al work, to make sure that everyone shares
in the advances.

Jim Hunkins demonstated his QDT software
project - this will be the QL's answer to 'Win-

dows'(particularly for those who find the simple
icons and windows of QPac2 a bit spartan!)
when it is in a usable state See the article by
Jim in the May/June issue of QL-Today.

There were many other topics discussed which I

either missed {like the evening NTSQLUG
meeting) or did not understand, but the
afternoon session showed that there could still

be exciting times ahead for the QL and its
derivatives.
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So, support your {avorite computer and visit a QL
show near you lf there is nothing around, why not
set up your own local show?

Jochen adds: speaking for Roy and myself and
probably for the ofher visitors too, we would like
fo thank Al again for taking the trouble to prepare
a show Although it nof even covers the air fares,
we enjoyed it very much: the show, meeting all of
you again, the dinner we had a lot of fun going
oul the fwo nights ffighting the ietlag, which
actually hehed!). We decided to miss the crab
fest, but we were very worried about missing the
plane which we had to catch in the aflernoon.
Hope you find a date and a venue next year
which will please everybody and allaw as many
people to come as you did this year

Joe Lapunzina |or providing us
guide the articles - like he does

And thanks to
with pictures to
every yeal

The SMSA/E Licence
and distribution of
sou rce codes
Wolfgang Lenerz

I'm pleased to inform all of you that the final ver-
sion of the licence is now out and that, as a con-
sequence, rt is now possible to obtain the source
code from me.

The text of the licence is as follows,

LICENCE FOR SMSQ/E
This licence sets out the terms under which this
software and the documentation may be used. Any
use of this sof tware implied adhesion to these
conditions of use and this licence.
Headings used in this licence are there for indicative
purposes only.

1 Definitions

The software The software is the sel of source code,
rntermediary code, binary code, compiled code and
documentation, or any part or parts thereof, making up
the SMSQ/E operating system and all of its extensions
as supplied herewith. The binary version, also called
compiled version, of the software is the software in the
compiled form of the source code.

Copyright holder The copyright holder is the person
holding the copyright over the software as defined
above. This person is Tony TTBBY
Part of the software may be copyright by other
persons. These persons are not the 'copyright holder'

as defined herein.

Registrar The registrar is the person appointed by the
copyright holder to keep coherent versions of the
software and issue official versions thereol from time
to time. The person, duties and rights of the registrar
are set out in an annex hereto.

Resellers A reseller is a person entitled by lhe
copyright holder to sell the binary (i.e. compiled) code
to the end users. A list of the current resellers is ap-
pended hereto.
Software author A software author is either Tony
TTBBY or any person making a change/addition/modi-
fication to the software.

g Copvrtght

The soflware is copyright (C) Tony TEBBY 1990 to
2002.
Additional copyright may lie with other persons.
These persons are identified in an annex hereto.

3 Conditions of use

This software is supplied under the following condi-
tions'

A - Source code.
ln the following paragraphs, the term 'source code"
also encompasses documentation as it exists under
this licence.

Oblaining the source code
Any person so inlerested may have access to the
source code of the software. To obtain the source
code, a request in this respect should be made to the
regislrar Such request should be accompanied by 3
lnternational Reply Coupons. The version of the
source code thus distributed via the registral on
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CDROM, is the "official version' of the source code.
The registrar is entitled to distribute all or only part of
the source code and may also distribute, ai his conve'
nience, lhe source codevia other media.

Distribution of source code by others than the registrar
Any person may distribute the source code to others,
provided however that the following conditions are
adhered lo by the person thus distributing the source:
- Such a distribution must be made entirely free of

charge - no fees whatsoever for copying or the
media on which the software is copied or otherwise,
may be levied.
The distribution of the source code must contain a

copy of this licence and a clear indication thal this
licence must be read and agreed upon by the
recipient before using the source code.

- Such a distribution may oniy be made in either of two
forms' Via a CDR0M or via [mail.

* Via CDROM
Exceptionally and only if distribution is made via
CDROM, the person distributing the source code may
requesl3 lRCs and a blank CDROM from the recipient.
All of the soflware, including the documentation and
this licence must be distributed on the CDROM.
* Via Email
Distribution vra Email is only allowed if the Email is

sent out individually to the recipient having made the
request. A system whereby an Email is automatically
generated by software or hardware upon each or any
requesl by a future recipient is NOT allowed. When
distribution is made via Email, it is allowed to send only
parts of the source code to the recipient, provided
howevet that in accordane to the requirement set out
above, this licence is always sent together with such

{part of the) source code.

- Any distribution of the source code by persons olher
than the registrar results in a version that is NOT an
official version of the source code.

Compilation of source code Any person may compile
the source code and thus obtain a binary (compiled)

version and use it for itself. Howevet unless otherwise
provided herein, binary code may NOT be distributed.

B * Changes/additions/modif ications
Any person may make any change/additionlmodifica-
tion to the software, and distribute it as source code
together with the source code of the software under
the above conditions.
Any person having made such a change/addition/mo-
dification is a software author and, of course, retains
entire copyrighl over lhe change/additionimodification
thus made.
Such change/addition/modification may also be distri
buted in binary form, provided however that such a
distribution does not contain any part of this software
in binary form.
Submission of changes/additions/modifications to the

registrar Any person having made a change/additionl
modification to the original source code may propose
this changeladdition/modification to the registrar for in-

clusion in the officral version.
When such a proposal is made, the person proposing
it may state that the inclusion is to be made for {ree or
against payment of a fee for each copy of SMSQ/E
actually sold containing such a change/addition/modi-
fication.
When such a proposal is made, the person proposing
it may stale whether its changeladdition/modification is

1o be'
distributed in the of{icial versions of lhe source and
binary codes, or

-distributed in the official versions of the binary codes
only or

- not distrrbuted tn the official versions, but alongside
them

if nothing of the sort is stipulated, then it is explicitly
agreed that the inclusion in the official version is to be
made for free, and thal it will be distributed with the
source code and under this here licence. Any code
distributed in the official version (but not code only
distributed alongside the official version) falls under this
licence, to which the author explicitly agrees.
Authors having made a changeladdition/modification
retain copyright over their own code. The copyright
will be acknowledged in an annex hereto.
By making such a proposal for inclusion, the person
making the proposal explicitly states that the code is

free from patent restrictions and it grants the regrstrar
and the copyright holder the irrevocable right to In-

clude the change/addilion/modification in any and all

future versions of SMSQ/E, under the same condi-
tlons..
The fact of proposing such a change/addition/modifi-
cation to the registrar {or inclusion in the official ver-
sion, whatever the form thereof, implies acceptance of
these conditions.
The registrar is not obliged to include in official ver-
sions of the software any code submitted to him. How-
evel consent to include it shall not be withheld unrea-
sonably. The registrar is free to include code in one
version of the software, but to exclude it from other
future versions of the software. An annex may define
the conditions under which the regislrar may refuse
code to be included.
Code submitted to the registrar must adhere to a style
guide, as set out in an annex hereto or a separate
documenl.

C - Binary code
Unless by prior agreement, binary code of the soit-
ware may only be distributed by resellers.
The resellers may only distribute binary (compiled)ver-
sions of the official version of the soltware as obtained
from the registrar
The distribution of the binary versions of the software
is made against payment by the reseller to the so{t-
ware author(s). tach reseller is free to set the prices he
wishes for payment {rom his clients/customers, provi-
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ded howevet that for each new copy sold, an amount
as determrned in an annex hereto is paid to the
sottware author{s).
Such a payment may be made by the reseller either
directly to the software author{s) or to the registrar
The registrar is thus authorized to receive and colleci
payment, under the explicit condition howevel that he
MUST not take any payment himsell and distribute the
entire money received to the software author(si.
Payment for binary versions of the software does not
necessarily accrue on each distribution of binaries.
Users having bought previous versions of SMSQ/E
may be enlitled, al the resellers' discretion, to free
upgrades for certain versions of the binaries. This
necessarily implies that the user obtaining an upgrade
must have a previous legitimate copy of the SMSQ/I
operating system. lt is the reselers' responsibility to
make sure that the person in question is entitled to a
free upgrade.
However the registrar, after consultation with the
resellers, may require that any version of the binaries
may not be distrlbuted as a free upgrade, but that
payment to the so{tware author(s}MUST accrue on it.

Any person may pelition Tony TTBBY or {preferably)
the registrar to become a reseller An authorization to
become a reseller will not be unreasonably withheld.
An annex hereto stales the current resellers.
A reseller must supply support to the end user having
bought SMSQ/F from him.

D - Test versions
As an exception to the prohibition of distribulion of
binary versions of the software other than through the
reseliers, you are hereby granted the right to distribute
binary versions of the soltware to a maximum of 10

different persons (whatever the number and moment in

time of the changes/additions/modifications you
make), provided however that,

{a) you have made a change/addilion/modification to
the software compared to the official version and (b)

the person receiving the so{tware from you under-
takes to destroy the binary version
' atler 2 monlhs of receipt thereol
- as soon as you in{orm such person that the versron is

no longer a test version but a final version,
- as soon as any such change has been submitted to

the registrar and accepted by him for inclusion in the
official version whatever comes first.

The person receivtng the binaries from you must also
undertake not to distribute binary versions to anybody
else - except yourself -, even if he/she did make any
change/addition/modification to the code.
[ven if you make several changes/additions/modifi-
cations to the software, you may only distribute test
versions to the same 10 persons maximum.

versrons being actually developed.
End of licence

There are also the following anfl€X€s:

Annexes

Copyright
Allof this software is copyrighl p) Tony Tebby,1990 to
2002. Part of this sofiware is copyright (C)'

Cost of binaries.
The cost of the binaries, i.e. the money to be paid to
software authors (either directly or through the
registrar) is of 10 EUROS. This is paid to,

Iony Tebby for 10 EUR

Resellers
The current resellers are,

Marcel Kilgus
Jochen Merz UMSi
Roy Wood {Qbranch)

The registrar and inclusion of Code
The registrar is Wolfgang Lenerz.
6, rue Daunou
77 340 Pontault-Combauli France

The main work of the registrar is to make sure, as
much as possible, thal coherent versions of the
source code exist {or all machines on which SMSQ/E
runs.
When code is submitted to him for inclusion in the
o{ficial version, the registrar shall not withhold consent
to include il unreasonably, but his decision in that
respect is final. Code may only be excluded if there is
a reason preventing it from being included.
t{ the registrar chooses not to include any code, then
he MUST inform the software author of the reason(s)
prevenling him from including lhis code. The registrar
explicitly agrees that these reasons may be made
public by the software author or others.
Reasons which may prevent code from being included
in the official versions of the software include, but are
not limited to'
- Non adherence to the style guide.

Probability of the code being bugged.
- The fact that the code is useful only to one machine

even though is could be made useful to more
machines without too much effort.

- Clashes between the proposed code and existing
code or code being writlen by others.

- The payment requested by the software author is
inadequate in the registrar's opinion.

Style auide
E - Developer versions
The registnr may set up a system whereby identified The styleguide is contained in a separate document

soltware aulhors may have access to, and possibly
exchange among themselves, source code or binary end ol annexes

- 
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And finally, there is a styleguide, which reads as

follows,

Officiat SMSA/E styte guide
Revision 1.0

1.0 Purpose
The purpose o{ this document is to keep a single
coding style within the whole project. SMSQ/E has

evolved over more than a decade with many people
involved, therefore most but nol allexisting source files

comply with the style described in this guide. New
source files however have to complir lf changes in

existing files are done that don't comply with the style
described here it is your choice to either adapt to the
style of the given file or make your changes in the
style described in this guide.

2 Generic requirements
2.0 Developmenl system
The standard dislribution is assembled using the

QMAC, QLINK and QMAKE assembler tools. All

submrssions musl be compatible with these tools, the

The header line gives a shorl explanation of the
purpose of the file, the current version number and the
list of names o{ people that hold the copyright

{additional names are added in an extra line).

The changes list is something new and so far you

won't encounter it in any original files of the

; YYYY-MM-DD v.wDescription of change

The date is in lS0 8601 notation (big words for "year

first, month next and day last).

3.2 Headers
A header within a source file always starts with the line

;#

only exception being hardware dependant code which
may need other tools for certain purposes {e.g.
68020+ assembler commands).

2.1 Assembler
All parts not specific to a cer{ain hardware must be
written in plain 68000 language and must be compati-
ble with the QMAC assembler syntax.

2.2 Character sel
The normal QDOS/SMSQ character set is to be used.

2.3 TAB slops
TAB limits need to be sel to 8 characters. You are
encouraged to configure your editor to compress
multiple spaces to TAB characters in order to keep files
small.

3 Assembler files
3.1 Generic file structure
A source file starts with one or more header lines
{ollowed by a changes list, the 'section' command,
xdefs, xrefs, include files and iinally the code itself.
Example'

distribution. Now that the code is available to more
developers keeping a detailed track of the changes
within a file becomes a must. When working on a file,

always increase lhe version number and write down
your changes in the list!

The format of the list is

(ful1 or abreviated name of author)

and ends with the line

t ---
All routines available lo external files should have a

function header: Function headers contain a description
of the function followed by a detailed in/out table as
shown here,

Routines to do something brilliant V1.02 (C) 2002 Fred Flintstone
Barney Runble

Additional information about the file (optional)
2002-01-01 1.00 First release (FF)
2002-06-20 1.01 Added br-evenbetter function (nR)
20A2-t2-31 1.A2 Fixed seri-ous buffer overflow in sub-function

br-doanytfring (fF)

section bril-liant

xdef br-super
xdef br-evenbetter

xref cv-ct;pe

include tdev8--lceys*sms-ior

ICode]

end
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DILWYN JONES
QL P.D. SOFTWARE LIBR.AftY,SEftVICE

The QL PD Library consrsfs of.'

. Over 80 disks assorted PD programs, 15 disks of over 100 games, and 46 clipart disks

. QL manuals and information on disk - replacement manuals for many QL hardware products

' QL Hackers Joumal & ClubQL e-zines, 26 demo disks of commercial QL programs
. Back issues of QL Today cover disks, QL emulators for several computers
. Loads of Line Design clipart and fonts, loads of classic literature on diskl
o Lots more than I can list here and the library just keeps growing!
. Just €1 per disk (or 75p if you supply disk) plus postage - see below
. Catalogue available - see below

For a PD software library catalogue, send me a formatted floppy disk, or an email requesting it to be
sent to you by email, or download a catalogue from my website (address below). This PD library is

run as a non-profit making service for the QL community. All programs in the PD library are PD,
Freeware, or Shareware etc, also freely available from other libraries and websites, some also

available for free download on my website where space permits.

QL CD.ROMS
QL DOCUMENTATION CD €5.00 - Vast collection of manuals, documents,

articles, beginners information etc, now version 2, greatly expanded!
DJ PD LIBRARY CD t10.00 - My entire PD library on just one CD!

QL EMULATORS CD €5.00 *Allof the available emulators on one CD-ROMI
QL PD-CDR €5.00 - G6rard Plavec's vast softvvare collection.

LINE DESIGN CLIPART CD [10.00 - Huge collection of Line Design clipart
FAMOUS FACES CD €10.00 - Line Design pictures of the famous!

QL RELIGION CD €10.00 - A collection of Bibles, religious texts, cliparts etc
CD-ROMs supplied in ISO-966A/Joliet format (Rockridge by special request) for use with most

sysfems able to access QXL.WIN media. Q40/Qubide 2 users may be able to use Thierry
Godefroy's Atapi/CD drivers (dr'sks GE53 in the library) fo access fhese CDs.

POSTAGE Ul(Europe: add e 1.00, Rest Of World: add f2.00, per order.
PAYMENT ln UK Pounds Sterling currency only please to avoid bank charges

for currency conversion. Cheques payable to DILU/YN JONES.

Dilwyn Jones,41 Bro Emrys,Tal-y-bont,Bangor,Gwynedd, LL57 3YT, U.K.
Email :dilwyn jones@dj.soft net.co. uk

Website: hftp://www.soft.net.uk/djlindex.html

Note: although run by the editor of QL Today,the PD library is a separate venture with no
connection to the publisher of this magazine. Software is supplied free of charge, apart from

copying and media charges etc to cover costs and without any wananty other than to the
replacement of defective media. ln otherwords, usual PD libnry terms. E & OE
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;#
t YyZ driver - read function (one line description, opti.onal)
t

; This funetion does nothing really, it is just an example for a
; function
; header (detaited discussion of function)
t

i d0 er drive number / ertot status
; d1 r byte read
;d2s
t a3 c p linkage block
i a5 c u pointer to something
t

; status return standard
; ---

The register list is a sorted list of all registers affected com_rxen-, crxe_iact
(D0 first, 46 last). Following the register name is a com_iserve-, comi_error ...

standard field with several characters that define the
function and behaviour o{ the register: d0 xy z 3.6 References to include and olher files
description (note the space between xy and z) All new references to include and other files must be
X: ' "oI 'C' = 'callparameter' 

made to files located on device 'devg_'. The source

ij,f i";J$l',t5it!f1!oonqd'or s"='smashed' fffl?-?'%'$il'fl':Jfl:'::?i :? '*:?JT;;-J l!.{yf
So in the example header above d0 is a call parameter dence, it will be attempted to migrate these references,
with the drive number and also a return parameter with over time to devg_. Use dev_u"se B,xxxy_ to set the
the error slatus. Dl is a relurn parameter loo, whereas dev devrce to whatever you want. gbviously, for the
D2 is lust smashed. a3 is a call parameter and is time being this w1l be wint_, since all of the code still
preserved a5 is a call parameter that gets updated refers to i-his.
within the call.
Registers not listed musl be preserved if not stated 4.0 Final words
olherwise.
After rhe regisrer fiqlg rhe status.of rhe frags afrer rhe lllli%'#il:ffi ytr lrflr,:1,?;ryarcelKilgus 

You can

call is documented. This can be for example,
- srarus rerurn sran.ar. styleguide@mail'kilgus'net
- "status return arbitrary" 

well, that's it already. ln this text I tried to cover Tony

3.3 Cases Tebby's general programming style as acurately as

Labels and ihe assembler mnemonics themselves are possible (though it might not be. complete ye't). I perso-

lower-case. Comments and headers a,e eirneilowli nally have adopted his style for all my 6Bk related

or mixed case. work. Nevertheless this text can.only act as a guide-
line. ln some special cases it might make more sense

3.4 Comments to write things differently. ln that case, it might be a

commenrs are srarred using rhe ";" operaror and must $fi!fl'|ff,,j: .'3i,i?,':r1ilt:, jlnrifr$l3t!1; 
H['.,Y,{i

be written in tnglish.

3.5 Labels
So long, have fun with the sources

Labels are lower case, words are separated y,:ilgjlg end of styleguide"-' character Normally a label has its own line. The
labels belonging to the body of a function usually start The styleguide is a living documenf, and may evelove
with a short hand for the function name, i.e. from time to time.l hope that all of you can now enioy
com-check -' comc-ioop the sources...

Why not DBF2DBAS for a
cha nge?
Fran?oisVan Emelen

One of the major obstacles (at least for me)to go
on using the QL on a daily basis is the lack of

compatibility of data files with other systems.
Data produced/created with QL software can't di-
rectly be used wrth MsDos/Windows applications
and vrce versa.

Fortunately some clever programmers have lried
(with success) to narrow that gap. To name but a
few: Geoff Wicks with QL2PC, Pedro Reino with
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QUILLRTF (QL progs) and Phil Borman, Norman Numbers in this file are represented in reverse
Dunbar and Dilwyn Jones with Stripper and Strip- bytes
per2 (Windows prog),

Data File Header Recod
Bytes / Descriplion

00 Type of data file,
FoxBASE+/dBASE 111 Plus, no memo - 0x03
FoxBASt+ldBASE 111 Plus; with memo - 0xB3
FoxPro/dBASE lV no memo - 0x03
FoxPro with memo - 0xF5
dBASE lV with memo - 0xBB

01-03 Last update (YYMMDD)
04-Al Number of records in file
08*09 Position offirst data record
10-11 Length of one data record {including delete

flag)
t2-31 Reserved
32-n Field subrecordsxx
n+l Header record terminator (0x0D)

DBAS2DBt DBF2QSPREAD, QSPREAD2DBF FieldSubreg6pfls**x
QSPREAD2DBAS, etc to convert data from one

But there is still a lot to do.

DBF2DBAS is my modest contribution to the QL
community Of course, it is a Sbasic program writ-
ten by an amateur lt needs TK2 and menu-rext
(Jochen Merz).

Feel free to use it, correct it and make it better:
Once converted, the DBS-file can be used with
your own Sbasic or C programs or with Wolf-
gang Uhlig 's excellent frontend 'Suqcess'. The
DBAS Sbasic extensions can be found on Thier-
ry Godefroy's website, {also available from Quan-
ta library and the usual sources of good free
software-editor)

Slill on my wish-list:

application to another
- A replacement for Easel
- A long string editor or Sbasic extension {could
be handy to edit DBS string fields of 2048 char
long)

- Sbasic functions to convert a Qdos string to
Msdos/windows string (to keep the accents)
eg. a$=QDOS2D0S(b$), a$=QD0S2WlN{b$)

a$=DOS2QDOStb$), a$=WlN2QDOStb$)
A way to print/display numeric values in a

readable waf; eg
mleuros =!P99999999 . 99
print-pict (myeuros, "000, 000, 000, 000, 000. 00" )
would display/print 9,999,999,999.99 instead of
something like 1t10)

I would like to thank David Denham ior his
articles 'Clocking on'

Database Structure (. DBF)

A database {ile is made up ol a header record
and data records. The header record defines the
structure of the database and contains any other
information related to the database. lt starts at file
position zero.

The data records* follow the header (in consecu-
tive bytes) and contain lhe actual text of the
fields The length of a record (in bytes) is deter-
mined by summing the defined lengths of all
fields.

Bytes / Description
00-10 Field name (maximum of 10 characters - if

less than 10 it is padded with null character
(0x00)

11 Data Type,
C - Character
N - Numeric
L - Logical
M - Memo
D - Date
F - Float
P - Picture

12-15 Displacement of field in record
16 Length of field (in bytes)
fl Number of decimal places
18-32 Reserved

Notes to Data File Struclure

x The data in the data file starts at the posilion
indicated in bytes 08-09 of the header record.
Data records begin with a delete flag byte. ll this
byte is an ASCII space (0x20) the record is not
deleted; if the first byte is an asterisk {0x2A} the
record is deleted.
*x The number of fields determines the number
of field subrecords There is one freld subrecord
for each field in the datbase.
*** $ss the System Capacities in this appendix
for limitations on characters per record, maximum
fields, etc.
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System Capacities
FoxPrer _ Foxpro Extendeel

Database and lndex Files
Maximum il of records per database file 1 billion* l billionx
Maximum s of characters per record 4,000 4,000
Maximum s of fields per record 255 255
Maximum H of databases open al one time 25 25
Maximum s of characters per database {ield 254 254
Maximum H of characters per index key {.lDX) 100 100
Maximum s of characters per index key (CDX) 254 254
Maximum s of open index files per database unlimitedxx unlimitedxx
Maximum s of open indexes in all work areas unlimited** unlimited**

Field Characterislics
Maximum size of character fields 254 254
Maximum size of numeric (and float) fields 20 20
Maximum number of characters in field names 10 10
Digits ofprecision in numeric computations 16 16

ivlemory Vanables and Arays
Default n of memory variables 256 256
Maximum s of memory variables 3,600 65,000
Maximum s of arrays 3,600 65,000
Maximum s of elements per array 3,600 65,000

Program and Procedure Files
Maximum n of lines in source program files unlimited unlimited
Maximum size of compiled program nsflxlg5x*t'< 64K 64K
Maximum s of procedures per file unlimited unlimited

* The actual file size (tn bytes) cannot exceed 2 gigabytes for single-user or exclusively opened
multi-user DBF files. Shared multi-user DBF files with no indexes or IDX indexes cannot exceed 1

gigabyte. Shared multt-user DBF files with structural CDX indexes cannot exceed 2 gigabytes

x* Limited by memory and available file hndles. CDX files use only one file handle.

x*x A program module is one procedure. A program or application can conlain an unlimited number of
program modules.

100 0PEN#0, con_: $IND0I/#0, 800, 600, 0, 0 : INK#0, 0 : PAPER#o, 7: CIS#o
110 0P3N#1, con-: I,IIMOLI#1, 800, 600, 0, 0 : INK#1, 0 : pApER#1, 7: CIS#1
120 0PEN#2, con-: rJIMolI#2, 800, 600, 0, 0 : INK#2, 0 : p MER#2,7 : CLS#2
130 OUTI.N

t10 M#2,7,2:PRINT#2,r0onvert Foxpro DBF fi.1es to DBAS f11es'
Lrl AI#2,2,2: INPUT#2,rPress Enter key to continuer,abg
160 REMark prepare arrays to extract data from DBF file
170 DIl4 ID*dbf*fi1e$(1),DATE_update$(4),T0T_rec$(/+),poS_lfie1d${2),tEN_dbf$(2),nES*l$(20),RtEo_detailg(32)
180 UHEN ERRor
190 erreur=ERNIJM
200 IF erreur :REP0RT_jRROR ERNIjM,,,2 :PRIM ERNW,ERLIN:PAUSE:QUIT
210 END U}MN

220 oPElr_lBF_FltE
230 0PXN_DBAS*FrLE
240 }JHEN ERROr

250 IF ERNIII'I:CLOSE#3:REP0RT-IRROR ERNIIM,,,2:PRINT ERNIIM,ERLIN:PAUSE:QUIT:EM IF
260 END I,IIIEN

270 NAM-THE-FIEI,DS
280 REMark prepare array for field nanes and structure for DBAS

290 DIU nwf (noli{emo-l, 1) , newf ield$(noMemo-1, 11)
300 Y=o
310 FOR x=0 T0 nunb_of_fields-2
320 IF '-' INSTR nane-of-fie1d$(x+1)=0
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,A REMark r-r -)picture and neno fields
340 nwfi(y,9)=vsld%(x+1,0) :nwf, (y,1)=ve1d%(x+1, 1)
3r0 newfield$(y)=nane-of-fie1d$(x+1)
36A y-y+1
370 END IF
380 END FOR x
390 CREATE-O #5;dbas_fi1e$\nw#
/r00 FOR x=0 T0 noMeno-1;STNAME#!rx+1,newfieldg(x):END FOR x
/'10 SAVE--IIAWS #,
/.20 CRIATE-DBAS-FIIE
4JO CTOSE*DATA#'
4/'0 :

450 DEFine PROCedure OPEN_DBF-FILE
460 REPeat loop
470 foxprofile$=FlTn SELECT$(' Which DBF file? r,,, rdbfr ,2J+80A,,,2,2)
480 IF t.dbf' INSTR foxprofile$ 0R '_dbf! INSTR foxprofile$
49A EXIT loop
,OO EISE
5n AI#2, 1,2;PRIi'lT#2, 'Extension should be .DBF! Press ENTER key to quit':IMIIT#2,ab$ :

520 ST0P

,30 END IF
540 END RIPeat
550 HIIEN ERRor

560 IF EBNIJM:CIOSE#3:REPORT-ERB0R ERNW,,,2:PRIM ERNIllr{,ERI,IN:PAUSE:QUIT:END IF
,70 END UHNN

580 IF F0P-IN(#], foxprofile$)=Q

'90 
EISE

600 M#2, 4,2;PRINT#2, 'tCantt open r'&foxprofile$&tt Press ENTER key to quit":INP{IT#2,ab$ :ST0P:
610 END IF
620 AT#2,1r,2:PRINT#2,'Looking for details t :

630 BAET#3, 1D_dbf_fi1e$(1 T0 1)
610 BGE'^r#3, DATE_update$(1 T0 3)
650 BGEI#3, TOT*rec$(l T0 4)
66A BcB'.r#3, P0S_1fie1d$(1 T0 2)
670 BGET#3, rEN_dbf$(l T0 2)
680 B1ET#3, RES-1$(1 To 20)
690 rF rD_dbf_fi1e$(1 T0 1) rNsTR cHR$(3)&CHR${131)&Cr{R$(1r9)&Cffi$(2trr)=0
700 CL0SLAND-QUIT 'not a valid DBP file'
710 END IF
720 1r4=C0DE(T0T-rec$(/* T0 4)):1r3= coDE(T0T-rec$(3 T0 l)):
730 1r2= C0DE(T0T_rec$(2 T0 2)):1r1= C0DE(T0T_rec$(1 T0 1))
7/'0 lrlr$=rgXg11"4,B):lr3$=HlXg(1r3,8):1r29=HXX$(1r2,8):1r19=HEXg(1r1,8)
7 50 nurnber-of_rec=HEX ( 1r4$&1r3$&1r2$&1r1$ )
760 IF numb-of-ree>12?6?:CL0SF-AND-QUIT tToo many records for DBAST:END IF
7? 0 1f ichl=C0DE ( LEN_dbf$ (2) ) : 1f ich2=CoDE( LEN_dbf$ ( 1) )
780 uichl$=lilx$(tricirt, s) : 1f ich2$=finx$(1f ich2, B) : lfich=HEX(1flch1$&lficMg)
790 IF I|LIb>32767:CL0SE-AND-QUIT 'Record too long for DBAS':EM IF
800 1f=0:1ong=0:numb_of-fields=1
810 REPeat loop
82A IF E0F(#3):8XIT loop:EM IF
8J0 BGET#J,RE0_detail$(1 T0 32)
840 IF CIfi$(13) INSTR RE0_detail$(1 T0 1):1f=1f+1:END rF
8r0 sous=c0DE(RE0*detailg(1? T0 1?)):1ong=1eng1s6rt
860 nurnb-of-fields=nunb-of-fields+1
870 IF 1f=1
880 ba$=rNKsy6lnJ) :pTR-fi1e=Fp0s(#3)-32
890 long=felg-5ous:nunb-of-fields=nurb-of-fields-1
900 EXIT loop
910 END IF
920 END REPeat loop
930 END DEFine 0PEN-IBF-FILE
940 :

950 DEFi.ne PR00edure NAME-THLFIETDS
960 DIM veldf (numb-of-fie1ds, 1) ,len*of-fieldf (nurnb-of-fields)
970 DIl,l nane-of-fie1d$(nuub-of*fie1ds,11),type-of-fie1d$(nunb-of-fie1ds,1),1en-fie1d$(nurnb-of-fie1ds,2)
980 BGET#3\32
990 noMerno=0:RElt{ark eounter for unwanted field types (picturermeno)
1000 1f=0:rec_1en=O: :code*fie1d-tJrye=0
1010 REMark lf LineFeed= next record
1020 FoR boucle=1 T0 numb*of_fields-1
1030 BGET#3,nEc_detail$(1 T0 32)
1040 IF CHR$(13) INSTR BE0_detail$(1 T0 1):1f=1f+1:EM rF
1010 narne-of*fie1d$(bouele)= RE0-detail$(1 T0 11)
1060 type-of-fie1d$(boucle)= RE0-detailg(12 T0 12)
1070 1en-of*fie1d%(boucte)= C0DE(REC-detail$(1? T0 17))
1080 code-fie1d-type= CODE(type-of-field$(boucle) )
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1090 SELect 0N eode-field-type
1100 =67 :REMark string field
1110 noltleno=noMeno+l
1L20 nane-of-f ield$ (boucle ) =nane-of-f ield$(boucle )
L130 :veld$(bouc1e,0)= 0:veld%(bouc1e,1)=1etof-fie1d#(Uoucte)
1140 =68 :REMark date field
1150 noMeno=noMeno+1
1160 nane-of-fie1d$(boucle)=nane-of-fie1d$(boucle) :

11?0 veldS(bouc1e,0)= 2: ve1dfi(boucle,1)=1en-of-fi.e1dfi(boucle)
1180 =77 :REl'lark nemo field
1190 ve1df,(boue1e,0)= -1: veld$(boucl-e, 1)=1en*of-fi.e1dS(boucle)
1200 nane-of*field$(boucle)=narne-of-fie1d$(boucle)&"-tr :

7270 =80 :REMark picture field
1220 veldfl(bouc1e,0)= -1: veldfi(bouc1e,1)= leuof*fie1dfi(boucle)
1230 name-of-f ield$ (boucle) =nane-of-fie1d$ (boucle) &tr-"
1240 =78,70 :REMark nurneric field
1250 noMemo=noMemo+1

1260 nane-of*fie1d$(boucle)=narne-of-fie1d$(boucle) :

1270 veldf(boucle,0)= 3; ve1d$(bouc1e,1)= 1en*of-fie1dfi(boucle)
1280 =76 :REMark logical field
1290 noMeno=noMemo+l
1100 narne-of-fie1d$ (bouele) =name-of-fie1d$(boucle) &"$"
1310 veld%(boucle,0)= 0:ve1d%(bouc1e,1)=1en-of-fieldl(boucle)
7320 -REMAINDER

1330 REMark should never get here
]j.4A END SEtect
1350 REilark get rid of unwanted char in fielci name
7360 intnom$=nans-sf-fie1d$(boucle):name-of-fie1d$(boucle)=ALPHANIIM0NIY(intnom$)
7370 1en-fie1d$(boucle)= C0DE(REo-detail$(1? T0 1?))
1jB0 sous=C0DE(REC_detail$(17 T0 1?)):rec_1en=rec-1en+sous
V9A IF 1f=1
1400 ba$=lNKEy$( #j ) : prR_file=Fpos ( #j ) 

_j2
14L0 rec*1en=rec-1en-sous+1
Ll+20 EXIT boucle
7/j'A END IF
1440 END FoR boucle
1450 END DEFine NAME-THE*FIELDS
1/'60 :

1470 DEFine FuNction AI"PI{ANLMONIY( a-,n-str$)
1480 L0Ca1 x,a$
1/190 REMark get rid of unwanted char in field nanes (eg. trailing chrg(O))
1500 a$=nn
1510 IF l^EN(a--n-str$) =0 : REturn B-n-str$ : END IF
1520 FOR x=1 T0 r8N(a,-n*str$)
7530 IF a_n_str$(x T0 x) INSTR'IABCDEFGHIJKUOT0PQRSTUNYYZ0T234+56?89$@-"
7r4CI a$=a$&a-n-str$(x T0 x)
L5'O END IF
1560 END FOR x
1570 RETurn a$
1580 END DEFine ALPHANUM0NLY

Lr90 |

1600 DEFine PR00edure CRXATE*DBAS-FIIJ
1610 t00a1 xrbblock, field-type, Field-1en
1620 Str*ptr=1: x=1: dbs-fldn=1 : bblock=0
1630 DII'{ record$(recJen), rec-st$(1) : fld-cont$=' '
1640 BGET#3\PTR*fi1e
1650 I,IHEN ERRor
1660 erreur=ERNW:BEEP 1000,30,30:A'l#2,/+,0: CLS#2,3:LI#2,24,2:PRINT#2, ERIIN,' File probably corrupted Press

a key to quitl
16?0 INpUT#2,ab$:REP0RT_IRR0R erreur,,,2;Ll 25,o;PRINT ERLIN,ERNUI"I:PAUSE:CL0SE#1,#2,#3,#5:STOP
1680 END I{HXN

1690 BtocK#2, 106, 14,98, 98,2;rNK#2,2t AT#2, 10, 18: pRINT#2,'please vait I

1?00 REPeat loop
1710 IF E0f(#J):BEEP 100,100:EXIT loop :END IF
L720 BGHI#3,rec-st$(1 T0 1)
rn\ IF EOF(#]):BEEP 100,100:EXIT loop :END IF
171+0 BGET#3,record$(1 T0 rec-1en)
I75O APPEND#'

n60 REPeat loopin
777A IF Str-ptr>=reclen:EXlT loopin:END IF
1?80 field-type=vefA%(x,0) :Fiel-d*1en= ve1dfi(x,1)
1790 f1d*cont$=record$(Str-ptr T0 Str-ptr+Fie1d-1en-1)
1800 SELect 0N field-type
1810 =-1:REMark to get rid of nemo and picture fields
1820 =0 :REMark string field
1830 SET#5,dbs-f1cln,fld-cont$:UPDATE#5:dbs-f1dn=dbs-f1dn+1

- 
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1840 =1 :REMark integer
785A IF a11tri.m(f1d,-cont$)=t t:fld.-cont$=r0':END IF
1860 SXT#5 , dbs-fldn, f1d-cont$ : UPDATE#5 : dbs*f1dn=dbs-f1dn+1:
1870 =2 :REMark date fie1d,/lon8 i.nteger
1880 REMark if date field enpty
1890 IF a11trim(fltl-cont$)=ttr
1900 fld-cont$='19610101'
1910 END IF
792A yr=fld-cont$(1 T0 4):mt=flclcont$(f rO 6):dy=116-g.nt$(? T0 8)
1930 SRI#5,dbs-fldn,DATE(yr,nt,dy,0,0,0):UPDATE#5:dbs-f1dn=dbs-f1dn+1:
1940 =J :REMark nuneric
7910 IF alltriro(fld-eont$)=t t :f1d*cont$='0' :END IF
!960 SET#5,dbs_fldn, fld-cont$:UPDATE#5:dbs_fldn=dbs-f1dn+1:
1974 =REI{AIMER
1980 REMark should never get here
1990 END SELect
2000 Str*ptr=Str-ptr+Fie1d*1en: x=x+1
2010 END REPeat loopin
2020 bblock=bbloek+1: BLOC{ bb1oek,10,100,100,2
2030 IF bblock>100:BIOCK bb1ock,10,100,100,0:bblock=l::AT#2r 10,18:PRINT#2,rP1ease wait':END IF
2040 Str-ptr=1:x=1 :dbs-f1dn=1
2010 END REPeat loop
2060 BL}1K#2, 100, 10, 100, 100, 7 : 1NK#2, 2 i AT#2, I0, L8 : PRIltT#2, r Press a key' : PAUSE

2070 END DEFine CREATLDBAS-FILE
2080 :

2090 DEFine FuNction alltrfun(xxx$)
2100 l00a1 a$,b$,1,x
2110 REMark get rid of chr$(32)
2120 a$=" rr'b$=r'tr' l=LEN(xxx$)
2130 IF xxx$=ittt;QXlurn t'il'END IF
2140 FOR x =1 T0 1
2150 IF rrrv$(x)==s$
2760 ErSE
2170 t$=b$&xxx$(x)
2180 END IP
2190 END FOR x
2200 nnTurn b$
2210 END DEFine alltrim
2220 :

2230 DEFine PROCedure CIOSE-IND-QUIT (rnesg$)
22lr0 L0Ca1 ok$,x
2250 ok$=ITE}['SELECT( tMessage Boxt rnesg$, rPress a keyl,,,,,2)
2260 FOR x=5 T0 1 STEP -1:CL0SE#x:EM FOR x
2270 STOP

2280 END DEFine CI0SL-AND-QUIT
2290:
2300 DEFine PROCedure 0PEN-IBAS_FILE
2J10 REPeat loop
2320 dbas-fi1e$=p11g5l*CT$(' To which DBAS file? ',rtest2r,rranZ*r1'-dbsr,25+800,,,2,2)
2330 IF r-dbsr INSTR dbas-fi.1e$ 0B '.dbs' INSTR dbas-fi1e$
2340 EXIT loop
2350 EISE
2360 AT#2, 4,2:PRINT#2, 'Extension should be-dbs or.dbs! Press EIiTER key to quit':IMUT#2,abg :

2370 CL0SE#3 :REllark close opened dbf file
2380 STOP

2390 END IF
2400 END REPeat loop
24"10 END DEFine OPEN-IBAS-FIIE

En ha ncements revisited
l',/iarcel Ktlgus

ln issue 6/volume 6 I described
some new features I was play-
ing around with, like the fast me-
mory and of course the en-
hanced pointer environment. ln

the meantime you can check
out both goodies in the latest
SMSQ/E for QPC versron (2e99).

ln the following paragraphs l'd
like to have a closer look at
some aspects and problems.
You will notice that this article is
at times fairly technical but there
are also some things mentioned
that the"common user' might be
interested in, therefore it might

be a good idea to ignore
incomprehensive passages
just read on.

Fast memory
Fast memory is working fairly
well, the general speed improve-
ment of disc accesses is very
noticeable and was certainly
worth the amount of work that
went into it. I am currently em-
ploying lMB of "slow" memory

the
and
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for slaving etc. and the rest as
"fast' memory. Thrs of course
(and unfortunately) has some
impact on existing code. The
most obvious problem is the one
of determining the amounl of
free memory. A lot of applica-
tions use the formula

sys-sbab - sys-fsbb - $400
to determine lhis, whrch essen-
tially calculates the size o{ the
gap between lhe common heap
and the SuperBASlC memory
area (minus the minimum space
required lor slaving). This me-
thod now fails and wrong and
much too low values are
returned. And ii has some other
drawbacks anyway {like failing
completely when the memory is

fragmented) and therefore I

encourage application deve-
lopers lo use the system trap
smsfrtp {MTFRIE in QDOS
slang) instead. On 'traditional"

SMSQ/F systems it essentially
does the same calculation as
outlined above, on the last me-
mory enhanced system it cor-
rectly returns the size of the big-
gest free block available.
CueShell as a commercial appli-
cation used it all along and
therefore didn't need any
change to show the correct
value under the new QPC.
As, if I remember correctly, Cue-
shell also works under QDOS I

expect the call to work fine
there, too. To be sure I had a
look at the QDOS classic sour-
ces (which essentially equals the
JS rom in the core) and apart
from one little bug (one register
namely D2. doesn't seem to get
initialised anywhere) it looks ok.
The worst case scenario for the
bug is that only the calculation
mentioned above is carried out
instead of finding the largest
block in a fragmented memory
scenario, so no big deal. As a

workaround one could also
clear D2 before calling the trap.

Again, the bottom line is to use
sms.frtp to determine the
amount of free memory. SBASIC
programmers don't have any
problem because I have already

modified the FREE_MEM func-
tion to use sms.{rtp.
On my system I use a little free-
ware utility to dispiay the current
free memory in the buttom
frame. lt's written by Oliver Fink
and called "Free memory dis-
play' or FreeMemBt. I have
patched the program to use
sms.frtp and by the way also
increased the window size (it

wasn't able to show more than
9999K8 of ram) lf anybody
wants the patched version,
please contact me.

Another problem ls that Sysmon,
which is probably in use by
more people, is not prepared for
the new situation and quits with
a nasty beep. The reason is that
it doesn'l like the idea of a corn-
pletely empty common heap
and therefore thrnks the heap is

corrupt. I have aquired the sour-
ces to Sysmon and a new re-
lease will be made soon (by a
nice coincidence Sysmon has
another problem which, when
fixed, cancels out the first one
because then the common heap
isn't empty anymore while Sys-
mon runs, i.e. one won't lose out
on protection with the new
version). The very same Sys-
mon code is also incorporated
into the QPAC2 "1obs' window
where, with fast memory
enabled, only "corrupt memory'
is shown. Together with the new
Sysmon I willalso prepare a new
QPAC2 version, so jusl make

sure to update once those two
new versions get released.
Now to the more serious sluff. I

got a report that compiling large
programs using QD/QBASIC
doesn't work anymore and that
there might be some problem
with Qliberator
Furthermore there is another
reporl thal Abacus doesn't load
anything anymore when QPC is
set to use more than 15MB of
RAM and that PWFile can
completely crash the machine
when trying to do anything with
it. The issues are currenlly under
investigation and I expect that
they will finally be sorted out. lf
you encounter any strange
complications because of the
introduction of fast rnemory
please contact me. Sometimes it
takes some time for me to
answer but all feedback is highly
appreciated, believe me.
The last question I got was
whether the new memory
scheme will also be available on
other plalforms. The answer to
this is yes, I thrnk so. I will make
the necessary code avarlable
and as it is hardware
independent it should not be too
big a problem to incorporate into
other SMSQ/E versions. At least
I expect the QxO to highly profit
from it. Whether it makes much
sense on (Super)GoldCards I'm
not really sure, but anyway, the
code will be there so it can be
done il anybody bothers to do it.

High colour pointer
environment
The new QPC2 rncludes the
new WMAN version 1.54. lt is

identical to 1.53 apart from lhe

fact that it includes the first
stage of the high colour addition,
r.e. it can now inlerpret the new
colour formal which by the way
also got one enhancement:

%00000000cccecccc exactly as before

%00000001pppppppp palette

U00000010pppppppp system palette (not implemented yet)

%00000011gggeggeg greY scale

%0lssxxxxxqrJrJrJrJry palette stipple. see below (New!)

%Trrcrcgggggbbbbb 15 bit RGB

Stipple format (as proposed by George Gwilt}
s = stipple eode (0 = dot, 1 = horizontal, 2 = vertica:-, 3 = eheckers)
x = stipple colour y = mai.n colour
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As you can see il now includes
a new stipple format. tnitially I

was against introducing any stip-
ples but in the end I acknow-
ledged that sometimes a little
grainy colour can look good.
Due to the space restriction only
the first 64 entries of the palette

can be used {or stipples, but for-
tunately those conlain a

complete subset of the palette,
ie the other 192 colours only fill

the gaps between the ones de-
fined in the first 64 entries The
new format can be used in

every location where a colour is

needed within the WMAN
structures, the only exception
being the colour of the scroll/
pan arrows. Due to their nature
those need a completely dltfe-
rent treatment and therefore
must be implemented separately.
This will be done in a later stage.

System palette
As a remaindet the "system

palette'is a palette I thought up
that holds the default colours for
different window items, like the
title bar colour the button colour:
the window background colour
etc. You might have noticed that
I wrote "not implemented yet"

earlier when il came to the
system palette, this is because
it's strll on my drawing-board.
And that's what I have thought
up so far:

The format of the palette is the
colour definition mentioned ear-
lier i.e it consists of an array of
l6bit values. The only difference
I will probably make is that a

system palette entry can not
point to another system palette

entry to prevent a possible
endless loop Or I might just limit

the recursion to a certain level,
like 3
Of course there must be an
interface to read and change the
palette entries. For this two new
WMAN vectors named
wm.setsp and wm.getsp will

be introduced. You can see a

detailed draft of the API func-
tions in the separate box.

So those functions can be used
to read and sel the entries while
the system is running. O{ course
already open windows won'l
change their colour this way but
windows opened afterwards will
already employ the new defini-
tions. Remains the question
what values the system uses
after the boot process. There I

have been thinking of introduc-
ing a standard Config Level 2
block that contains all palette
entries. lt won't make much
sense to change the configura-
tion using MenuConfig for exam-
pte (at least not until it gets ex-
tended with a colour picker), but
custom made configuration pro-
grams could parse the widely
known structure and patch in

new values at the appropriate
places. Of course the block will
already be shipped with a de-
fault colour scheme that could
just be overwrilten on boot time
through the mentioned vector:
Speaking ol cuslom made confi-
guration programs, that's the
only part of this lot I won't be
able lo provide. lt's clear that
such a program will be necessa-
ry, so I'm relying on you all out
there to write the 3rd party
tools to do it. I just might be able
to provide SBASIC wrappers for
the wm.setsp and wm.getsp
vectors.
Last but really not least, what
items are there to include in the
palette? So far I was able to
come up with the following
ones, any additional ideas are
very welcome!

Window background
Window foreground
Window border
Subwindow background
Subwindow foreground
Subwindow border
Title bar background
Title bar foreground
Button available background
Button available foreground
Button selected background
Button selected foreground
Button unavailable background

Bulton unavailable foreground
Button border
3D object background
3D object foreground
Pan/scroll bar background
Pan/scroll bar section
Pan/scrollbar arrow
Tooltip background
Toollip foreground
Toollip border

"Foreground' essentially means
'ink colour". So that's 23 items
total so far I hope that I have
covered most parts, but in the
end YOU are the ones that I

hope will pick up this idea and
use it in your programs. So if
anything's missing, tell me!
As said all the system palette
stuff described above did not
result in any code so far (well,

actually it drd, but that's just to
help me thinking), ie. it can all still
be changed. By detining a new
colour format and API calls I'm

getting a bit into Tony's role Of
course in contrast to Tony I don't
really have the power to decide
this on my own, therefore this
"public announcement'. I'm open
for any discussion regarding my
proposals.

Aurora drivers
The leedback on high colour
Aurora drivers was at first very
disappointing, within the first
weeks I got only 2 mails that
stated interest. Then however I

gol one mail from a fellow
German QL user that did make
the task appear a little bit more
worthwhile. This means thal I'm
generally inclined to do it, but as
I'm pretty short of time again
(work and important exams
coming up again) I can't say
anything definite yet Some
more feedback on this issue
might help though (hint, hinl)
f.Actually, Marcel, there were
commenfs il was only in QL
Today and only in your article -
so people may not have noticed
it - we shall put it into the News
section and see if that gives
more feedback - Jochenl

- 
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Finally
On Jochen's last
birthday I sent him a

coupon as a present
that granted him one
QL Today article from
me when he's short
of material And well,
here it is, as always
finished much too
late but on the other
hand there wasn't
much time to start
with anyway At least
I'm glad that you
made it till here
(unless you're one of
those unusual people
that start reading
books and articles at
the end). I hope there
was something in it
for everybody and if
it's only the answer
to "why doesn't
Sysmon work
anymore on the new
QPC". ln case you
don't know it already,
my e-mail address is

marcel@kilgus.net
you can send all your
comments and the
pity for my bad
writing style there {tomy excuse, it's
currently
Anyway,
day

4am)
have a nice

Set the entries of the system palette to the values in the buffer: beginning with the index in D1
(counting from 0) and ending with lhe index D1 + D2 - 1. -
The buffer must hold an array of words with the colour values of the different items. The colour
format is the standard WMAN colour format as described elsewhere

Copies entries of the syslem paletle into the given buifer: beginning with the index in D1
{counting from 0). and ending with the index Dl 7 OZ - 1. The blffer [rust be big enough to
hold all requested entries.
lf D1.is given as. -1 the function lust returns the number of items held in the system palette. This
can increase when more items get defined in new WMAN versions. This is-guaranteed to be
below 256.

Vector $7C

Set system palette entries

Cal1 paraneters

D1.w start index
D2.w nunber of elements

AO

41 pointet to pal-ette entries
M
A3
A/*
L5 not used by any routine
A6 not used by any routine

Error returns:

Return paraneters

D1 preserved
D2 preserved
D3+ all preserved

A0 preserved
A1 preserved
M preserved
A3 preserved
L1 preserved

I,'M"SETSP

IPAR Il1ega1 index number ,/ invalid number of eleurents

Vector $80

Read system palette entries

Ca11 parameters

D1.w start index / -1
D2.w number of elernents

AO

A1 pointer to entry buffer
M
A3
A/r
A, not used by any routine
A6 not used by any routine

Errol returns:

I,,]il. GETSP

Return paraneters

D1.w preserved / item count
D2 preserved
D3+ all preserved

A0 preserved
A1 preserved
M preserved
A3 preserved
L1 preserved

IPAR l11ega1 index nunber / invalid number of elements

What Machine am I running on?
Dilwyn Jones

Back in issue 5 of volume 6 of
QL Today, we printed an article
on extracting data from the
system to identify computer
details such as processor type,
display type, computer type
and so on. While useful, this ar-
ticle was written from an
SMSQ/E and SBASIC stand-

point and several people have
asked if similar code can be
achieved from QDOS

While my initial appeal for
information drew almost com-
plete silence in return so I'll pre-
sume either people don't know
how or are not interested.

A few facts did come to light
though, and these are printed
below. The Hermes manual
documents how to test for the
presence of a Hermes chip (the
TF Services replacement chip
for the |PCB049 second pro-
cessor in the 0L) and the
Aurora Technical Documenta-
tion shows how to test for an
Aurora board.
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The following method of test-
ing for an Aurora board is quo-
ted from the Aurora Technical
manual,

The Aurora can be detected
at resel as follows:
At reset the Aurora mrmics the
8301 ULA and willautomatically
set itself into 512x256 mode 4,

SCRO active Because of the
hardware remapping of SCR0
into the high-res screen area,
anything written into the first
128 bytes of SCR0 can be read
in the first 128 bytes of the
high-res area, BUT NOT THE
OTHER WAY AROUND! be-
cause the GC/SGC shadows
only SCR0 and SCR1 and not
the high-res area. Write only to
SCRO and read only from the
high-res area to test for Aurora,
not the other way around. ln

the previous specifications this
step was replaced by a test for
RAM at $4C0000, I do not
recommend that because the
address will change wrth our
next product, and the current
address will mosl likely hold

SMSQ/E must have internal
routines to test for the pre-

sence of the various proces-
sors and hardware types, and
now that the source files for
SMSQiE is being made availa-
ble to developers, it is likely
that a knowledgeable machine
code programmer could ex-
tract the necessary code and
perhaps come up with either
an assembler listing or set of
extensions for QDOS to test
for given hardware types Any
offers, anyone? 0f course,
given that SMSQ/I is modular
and different versions of the
operating system exist for dif-
ferent machrnes, cerlain details
may well be hard coded into
the version concerned rather
than tested for as such, rn

which case there would be a
problem.

ordinary RAM and not Aurora
screen RAM. After lhe pre-

sence of a high-res area is de-
tected, the amount of the high-
res area RAM should be tested.
This will be either 240 kbytes
or 128 kbytes lf the amount is

240 kbytes, Aurora is detected.

;data blocks for MT.IPCOM

lf the amount is 128 kbytes, a
LCD board is delected.
The following method of test-
ing for the presence of a Her-
mes chip in assembly language
on a QL is quoted from the
Hermes manual:

hermon dc.b
dc. b
dc.1
dc.b
dc. b

;no return value

hernis dc.b
de"b
dc.1
dc. b
dc"b

hermtest 1ea
noveq
trap
lea
moveq
trap
cmpi. b
bne. s

yesherm
code here

(or Si{S.HDOP) trap #1,
;MDRS-CI{D
;1 parameter

$0c
$01
$00000000
$09
$01

$oF
$or
$00000002
$A3
$02

hermon, al
#$11, d0
#1
herrnis, aJ
#$11, d0
#t
#$5c, or
noberm

69=911

bits
Hermes on

;bit nask %0O=send 4

lpararneter - to turn
;bit mask %01

;TEST*CMD
;1 parameter
;bit nask 110=send 8 bits
;va1ue sent
;bit mask 110=send 8 bits

lreturn value in d1"b: $AJ= not Hennes, $5C= Hermes is there

;code to
;M1. IPCOM

turrr on Hermes
(sMs.rDoP)

(sMs.HDOP)

;is Hernes there?
;Herrnes not there
;Hermes is there - appropriate

;cocle to handle no Hermes here

"What Hardware" Listing from Jack Mitchell

10000 Rfi,tark t(**tf Jot*l(l(lttt*l(t(*lf ltl(itJtl(lf i(i(i(l(if l(l(

10010 RElrlark Version: V1.0
10020 RE[lark Date: 20/Sep/7997
10030 Rlilark Author: J"D.Mitchell
100/+0 BnMark IMAIL: Jack0hone9999. denon. co.uk
10050 REMark Change: 1) Default systen vars base j.s at 160( not 128K
10060 REI'{ark 2) Add change control header
10070 R$l,lark'l(,(*tt***l(***l(J(J(lt*l('l(tti(*l(*l(l(l(**r(
10080 RFMark Version: 1.1
10090 R$,{ark Date: 20/Sep/L997
10100 R$'fark Author: J.D.ltlitchell
10110 RtrlMark EUAIL: Jack0hone9999.denon. co.uk
10120 RIlMark Change: 1) Use peek(lladdr) etc. when possible
10130 REIt{ark **l(*****J(l(** ltx* l(**ttJ(** J(J(*xlf l(x

10140 REuark Version: 1.2
10150 REMark Date: 28/Nov/I997
10160 R[Mark Author: J.D.Mitche1l
10170 RIiMark EMIL: Jack8hone9999. denon. co.uk
10180 RElrlark Change: 1) Corect eruor in change history
10190 REMark Change: 2) Reporb QDOS versions as ROM nanes not versions
10200 REMark ****l(J(lt**l(*Jt**ltxl(lt*itJ(**l(t(**x*
10210 DEFine Ful,lction DISPLAY-WIDTH

L0220 IF os$='Sl,lSQEr TIIE$ RETurn SCR-]tr,IM
L02],A Rfflurn scr-lin$( tscr-r,'x256a0x0')&&-2
10240 END DEFiNC

t02t+5 :

- 
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Text 87
E 79.04

Typset 94 € 29.00
Fountext 94 f 39.00

2488 drivers € 29.

Epson ESC/P2 driver
E26.00

Text 87 is the only QDOS
/ SMSQ wordprocessor

capable of handliing the
full screen on the Aurora

/ QXL / QPC systems. New
drivers are currently

being written.

PROGRAMMING
QD 98 € 4s,00

QD+QBasic €59.00
QD + Qliberator + QBasic e 100.00

Qliberator € 50.00
Master Spy v 3.3 € 30.00

QPTR r 30.00
Easyptr pt 1 & 2 (together)€ 30.00
Easyptr pt 3 (C library) e 14.00

QMake € 15.00

QMon iJMon 822.A0
Basic Linker I 19^00

DlsA 3 € 3.t.00

QMenu [ 14.00

Summer Sizzlers
0 Branch have managed to get a few more boxes of IBM
ED disks. This is the last of these from the cu(rent source

and they are now becoming very raye.
If you ate using ED disks stock up now. They are

available in Plastic Boxes of 10 for S 7.50. There are not
very many so call us now if you want some.

We also have a complete Qf, systemf consisting of Aurora,
superHermes, Qubide, Super Gold Card etc in a tower case
as well as a couple of Auroras and Qubides. Call us for

details.

Qubide IDE intefaces : g 45.00
Aurora Mctherboards : s, 60.00

ED Disks
S, 7 "50 per bcx

New

Just Words' by GeoffWicks
THESAURUS, STYLE CHECK

€ 10.00 ealANY 2 PROCMMS E 18.00 /AtL 3 PROGRAMS € 2s.00
(lncludes Pointer and non-pointer driven versions)

( P.E. versions need Hot*rext, WMAN and PTR*CEN or SMSQ/b to run )

Upgrades from previous versions I 2.50 + S.A.E. New lVanuals e 1-50

QLZPC
Convert text files from QL to PC formats -.,nnort 

!

and rnuch more ! .^r. LITI$L 
sv'r

Only € 10.00 Norv 
It-rtrr

q Rhymes S 10.00Rhyming Dictionary -
Spelling Crib : PD program [ 1.50 +SAE

or Free ifyou buy all three programs

UTILITIES
FiFi 2 e 18.00

QSup t 28.00

QSpreadv3 t48.00
Cueshell 2 t .15.00

Qload/Qref e 15.00
DiskMate5 €16.50
QPAC 1 t 20.00

QPAC 2 E 40.00

QTYP 2 f,30.00
QLQ € 28.00

We ate currently out of stock of the SuperBasic Reference Manual
Place your ord'er now to get one as soon as it is reprinted-

The SBASIC / SupeiBASIC Reference Manual I over 50.0
The conrplete definitive guide toBASIC progranrming in QDOS / SMSQ including I pages t

three disks of PD toolkits, example procedures and an electronic index. I g +0.00
compiled by Rich Meilor, Franz Hermann and PeterJaeger * postage

the
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+44 (0) 1273-386430 fax +44 (0) 1273-430501
Mobile +44 (0) 7836-745501

.clemon.co.ilk rieb : hthr: ranch.denon-co.uk

20 LOCKS HtrLL, POR.TStrADE,

E" SUSSEX. BN41 zLB. UI(.

New Fax Number /\
Hardware

We have a small stock of second user items. Auroras
/ Qubides / Gold Cards / Qplanes / superHermes etc.

call us to get details of the items available. These
are going fast so call soon.

QXt Itr s 1oo.oo
Recycled superHermes f 65.00 *

Recycled Gold Card € 45.00 *

Recycled Aurora See ovef
Qubide See over
Qplane € 25.00
Aurora cables t 3.00
Aurora rom adaptor € 3.00
Arfla Braquet' E 8.00
'Son of Braquet' [ 18.00
The 'Braquet' t 16.00
MC plate L 6.50

* when available.

Qubide upgrades to version 2.01 € 8"00

Post and Packing is included with Software Price
ffil We can accept payment by Visa, Mastercard gryd Switch. We also accept*-;7456l 

.. chequesdrawnonaUKBankinStg|iryg
] - -- - I Yau can aleo pay directly into our bank in Euros.L ir Barclays Bank Acc# 79016888 sort code :20-71-02 Name :QBranch)

ProWesS
ProWesS (now lree !)

DATAdesign

Fontutils

File Search

PFlist

Dilwyn's Fontpack

LlNEdesign v 2.16
PWfiIe

ParagraXlh
The ProWesS word processor

Demo version g 1.50 * postage
Full Registered version g 18.00

ersion 2'AB avarlahLe 
now !

t 1.60

t 20.00

t 28.00

€ 11.00

t 11.00
C F^IIL \-clll

r.22.00
E 17.s0

SMSryE Now Only E 32"00
Gold card / Atari I QXL version 

various Atari versions : call for details

QPC 2 v3 full colour version! upg,"d., rrom epc r r46.00 (rs1.

Now only € 65"00 il*::ij mU:;*;lin'Lurnrnasterdisk)
Special offer ! If BoughVupgracled after 15/]0/0j € 5.00

Cet Cueshell for only €15.00 with any copy of SMSQ/E
or QPC 2 upgrade !

Q Branch Programs
Knight Safe 3 f 35.00

€ 5.00

€ 25.00

Q - Route v1.OBC € 25.00

upgrades from previous versions

Q - Count

Route finding programme

The Fractal Collection € 35.00
Pointer driven home accounti

QLloday 33
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Checking for Minerva is easy'

lust test lF VER$='JSLl' Simi-
larly SMSQ or SMSQ/E (well,

SBASIC actually) can be tested
for with lF VER$='HBA' The
listing below includes a method
of distinguishing between
SMSQ (QXL) and SMSQ/E

Pointer environment can be
tested for by calling the
|OPP|NF trap {trap n3 with
d0=$70, d3w=timeout value
and a0=window channel lD. lf
there is no pointer interface, d0
will contain the invalid para-

meter error code, while if d0=0
{no error) pointer environment
is present with the version in

dl,l further informalion on
page 57 of Jochen Merz's
QPTR guide.

"What Hardware"
Listing
A nice kind person also sent
me a listing in SuperBASlC by
J. D. Mitchell which sets out to
provide similar information on
all systems by providing a set
of prcoedures and functions to
report on machine type and so
on.

The listing itself is fairly com-
plex and I'll try to explain most
of what it does

The procedure SETUP-TEST
at line 11770 ensures that Tool-
kit 2 is active, then calls
SETUP-READ to tesl for infor-
mation present in the system in-

dicating details of the hardware
present Finally STTUP-SHOW
is called to list the details to the
screen.

-lb 
some extent, this listing re'

lies on the presence of two
little documented system varia-
bles at offsets 161 (sys-ptyp, at
hex 41) and 167 {sys-mtyp, al
hex A7l, within the system
variables area. These were
documented on page 28 of

10250 DEFine FuNction display-height
70260 IF os$='SMSQE' THEI'I RETurn SCR-IIU
10270 RETurtr scr-lin%( rscr-512x' , 'a0x0t )
10280 END DEFine
70285 :

10290 DEFine FuNetion scr*1inf (prefixg,sufixg)
10300 l,0Ca1 h--nax$,h_lin6,hfl,1oop
L$IA h:nax$=1280
t0320 Lnin/-256
10330 REPeat loop
L03/r0 5g=(UaxE+h-linf+1)DM
IA350 IF hfr,h-naxf tl*X tr%=luax%
10360 IFfltEST(prefix$&h%&sufix$)=0THul'l
L0370 h-nia/=tt%
10380 ErSE
10390 b-aax$=Yft*1
1O4OO END IF
10410 IF hrin$=hraxf THEN RETurn h--rnax6
10420 END REPeat loop
10430 END DEFine
7A43' :

104/+0 REuark rni:nics peek-w(! laddr)
10410 DEFine l\rNetion peek-w-sys(addr)
L0160 IF os$='QD0S' THEN

10170 RETurn PEEK-W(addr+sys-vars_base)
10480 END IF
7A490 RETurn reEri,l(t taaar)
10100 END DEFine
10505 :

10510 REltark ufnics peek(!!addr)
10520 DEFine FuNction peek-sys(addr)
10530 IF os$='QDOS' THEN

70540 RETurn PEEK(addr+sys-vars-base)
105'0 END IF
10560 RETurn PEEK(! laddr)
10570 END DEFine
70575 :

10580 REMark nimics peek-1(! laddr)
10590 DEFine FuNction peeI-Lsys(addr)
10600 IF os$=tQD0S' THEN

10610 RETuTnPEEK-t(addr+sys-vars-base)
T0620 END IF
70630 RETurn PunX;( t ta00r)
10640 END DEFiNC
t0615 :

10650 DEFine PR00edure setup-read
10660 l0Cal hardware-code, cpu-eode, display-code, sys-vars-base,

rnonitor_code, display_re gister
106?0 IF Vnn$o'HBA' THEN

10680 IF V[B$=rJStl' THEN

10690 os$= t11in"*u 
'10700 version$=VER$(1)

10710 sys-vars-base=VER$(-2)
10720 lang$=tggt
10730 ErSE
70?10 os$=rQDOSl

7075A version$=VER$
70760 sys-vars-bas e=(PA+32)xtOZl+
L0770 IF i,EN(version$)<=2 11919

10780 lang$=tg6t
10794 ErSE
10800 lang$=vs1"si.n$(3 T0)
10810 END IF
10820 END IF
10830 EiSE
108/+0 IF FTEST( 'hlstory-1024' ), ,0 TIGN
10850 os$= '516q 

t

10860 ErsE
10870 os$=t5g5qgt
10880 END IF
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10890 sys-vars*base=vER$(-2)
10900 version$=VER$(1)
10910 lang$=111NguagPg

LO92A END IF
10930 REMark ninlcs PR0CESS0R provided
10940 epu-code=(peek-sys(161) DIv 16)xil
70950 RESark ntutics UACHINE provi.ded
10960 hardware-cocle-peek-sys(167)e8't
L0970 REMark nimics DISP-TYPE provided

for VGA on a QXL

by SMSQE

by SMSQE

by SMSQE but glves 6

f0980 display-code=peek*sys(167) DIV 32
10990 display-register=peek-sys(52)
11000 freq=peek-w-sys(168)
11010 SELect freq
71A20 =50'6A
11030 =REMAIMER:freq=lQ
11O4O END SELECT

17010 ran-top=peek-Lsys(32)
11060 rnonitor_code_peek-sys(50)
11070 REMark Convert to text
11080 SELect 0N hardware-code
11090 =0:hardware$='Standard QLI
11100 =1:hardware$=tAtari'
11110 -2,-3:hardware$='Mega/RTC ST'
11320 =4,5:hardrare$=rStacyl
11130 =6,7:hardvare$='STE'
71L40 =8r9:hardware$=rlt{ega STEI

1fl50 =10r11:hardware$=tg61p *""U'
11160 =12r13:hardware$=t$upst Gold cardl
t1770 =16:hardrare$=rFaleonl
17775 =17:hardware$='Q/r0 or Q60'
11180 =24:harduare$='TT 0J0r
11190 =28: hardrlare$='Q)tr.'
11200 =J0:hardware$='QPCf
1U10 =J1:harduare$= TQLAYI

L1220 =REMAIMER :hardware$='Unlnonn Hll(t&harduare-code&')'
L1230 END SELect
L1240 SELect hardware-code
fi25A =1'3 

'5,7 
,9:add-on$='Blitter t

11260 =11,13:add*on$='Herues'
t1270 =REltlAlNDER :add-on$=r t

1U80 nND SELect
I729A SEkct 0N nonitor-code
11300 =0:nonitor$=rMonitort
11310 =1:monitor$='625 Line TYI
11320 =2:nonitor$=t525 Iine TV'
!1330 =REMAIMEB : nonitor$= rUnknown Monitor( ' &nonitor-cocle& ' ) 

I

11340 nND SE[ect
7!350 display--mode=/'+(display-register&&8)DIV 2

11360 display-page=display-register DIV 128

77370 SELect display-code
11380 =0:display$-'Standard'
fl39A =1:display$=rMonochronel
111.00 =2:display$=tnxtended4 emulator'
Il/+70 ={;fllsp}6yg=IQMW'
17420 =5:display$=rAurorat
77430 =6:display$='VGA'
11110 "REMAINDER : dlsplay$= ' Unklown display( '&display-code&' ) '
Llt+r0 END SELect
1L160 SELect cpu-code
77170 =0:cpu$='68000/68008'
11480 =10:cpu$=t68010'
1L490 =20:cpu$='68020'
11500 =30:cpu$=t68030'
11510 =/*0:cpu$='680/10'
7111, =60:cpu$='68060':REMark added by DJ

7L520 =REi,IAINDER : cpu$= ' Unklown CPU ( ' &cpu-code& ' ) '
L1530 END SELect
11540 END DEFine
t1545 :

Volume 6 lssue 5 of QL Today
There is one additional value
possible for sys*mtyp - after
$1e or decimal 30 for QPC, we
should add $1F or decimal 31

for the QLay emulator

These systems variables are
not supported on all versions
of QDOS, which can make life a
bit harder for us

QL systems with Gold Card or
later expansions patch QDOS
to support this facility Earlier
QL systems and some emula-
tors which use QDOS do not
support this facility and will not
unless someone comes up
with either a method of patch-
ing QDOS ROM images or
provides sorne code to add the
facility to QDOS, as suggested
above.

10210 to 10240: Display-Width
is a procedure which tests for
the maximum possible display
width on this system. lf it de-
tects that the operating system
is SMSQiE ttest for SMSQ or
SMSQ/E is VER$='HBA' and
distinguishes between SMSQ
and SMSQIE by the
FTEST{'history-1424'l in line

10840), it uses SBASIC's
SCR-XLIM function to return
the maximum possible window
height on the current display. lf
not SMSQ/E, the function
scr--limYo is called to try to es-
tablish how large a SCR chan-
nel may be opened using
FTEST Please note that if using
Norman Dunbar's DJToolkit,
you may have to rename the
Display-Width function defined
in line 10210 as that toolkit
includes an extension with a

similar name, but performing a

different function

10250 lo 10280: Display-Height
is a similar routine for establi-
shing the maximum possible
window height for the current
display
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10290 to 10430: scr--limo/o is

a function which attempts to
determine maximum window
size by gradually reducing win-
dow dimensions and using
FTEST to test if opening a win-
dow of such a size is possible
on the current display.

10450 to 10500: Peek-W-Sys
is a function which returns a

word value peeked lrom a
given system variable offset lt
seeks to emulate the
PEEK-W(lladdr) function found
in Minerva and SMSQ lE ver-
sions of the operating system
Basicalllr if a Minerva or SMSQ
or SMSQ/E system is detected,
PEEK-W(lladdr) is used, where-
as QDOS systems are handled
by checking the system varia-
bles base address and adding
the of fset, then doing a

PIEK-W from this address

10520 to 10570; Peek-Sys is

similar to Peek*W-Sys descri-
bed above, but fetches a byte
rather than a word value.

10590 to 10640: Peek-L-Sys
is similar to Peek-W-Sys de-
scribed above but returns a

long word instead

10650 to 11540: Setup-Read
is the main procedure which
reads the values and settings
from the system. lt starts off by
establishing the operating sys-
tem type in lines 10670 to
10920. The test for Minerva is

V[R$='JSL1'(and did you know
that JSL1 comes from the fore-
names of the three partners in
QView who first devised Miner-
va, Jonathan Oakley, Stuart
McKnight and Laurence
Reeves). The test for SMSQ is

V[R$='HBA'. Strictly speaking,
these are the versions of
SuperBASlC or SBASIC. The
QDOS version is established
with version$=VFR${1) if this is

supported, i.e. on Minerva or

11150 DEFine PR0Cedure setup*show(chan$)
11560 PRINT#chanSr'Running';os$;
L1570 IF os$==rQDOSt TIIEN

115S0 PRIM#chan6, I rlversiongi ' R0l,1'

II59O EISE
11600 PRlNT#chanf, I V'lversion$
11610 END IF
t1620 PRINT#chan#,rOn a ';cpu$;' powered ';hardware$
11630 PBIIIT#chan$,'l,lith' ;INT(ran-top /702/+)-128;'KByte RAM' ;
71&0 IF add-on$<)rr TIiEN PRINT#chan#,r and ';add*on$
1L650 PRIM#ehaa#,\rUsing r;display$;'

' ; DISP1,AY-I,J1DTH;' x' ; display-ireight;' on a I 
; nonitor$

11660 PRINT#ehanfi,'Displaying I ;position-name$(display-page+1) ;'
page in node r;display_:node

!7670 PRINT#chan6,'Country 0r;freq;rHz'
11680 END DEFine
17685 :

11690 DEFine F\rNction position-nane$(n)
11700 SELect n
11710 =l:RETurn '1strLL720 =2:RETurn'2ndl
71730 =J:RETurn rJrd'
117110 =REUAIMER :RETurn n&'thl
77710 END SELect
11760 END DEFine
11765 :

11??0 DEFine PR00edure setup-test
11780 TK2_IrI
77790 setup-read
11800 C$
Lf810 setup-show #1
[820 Em DEFine
11825-
118J0 setup-test

SMSQ/[, otherwise the ROM
version such as JM or JS is

returned on older QDOS. lf the
BASIC concerned supports
VER${ 2) this is used to
determine the base address of
the system variables, other-
wise it's assumed to be deci-
mal 163840 ar 1128+32]r*1024
on a QDOS syslem as a stan-
dard QL does not support mul-
liple or high resolution screens.
The ROM language is assumed
to be'GB' for QDOS or Miner-
va, and if SBASIC is detected
the LANGUAGE$ function is

used instead

10940: This line fetches the
system variable byte at offset
161 {sys-ptyp) to check the
processor type. This is enco-
ded in the top 4 bits of the
byte, so needs to be integer
divided by 16 to get the value
ln effect, the number returned
is the x in the 680x0 processor
type and the author multiplies

the result by 10 to get the
correct digit. Note that 68000
and 68008 are not distinguish-
able here. This makes this simi-
lar to the PROCESSOR exten-
sion in SBASIC

10960:Checks the lower 5 bits
of the machine type system
variable {sys-mtyp} to provide
a value similar to the MACHINE
extension in SBASIC This will
include the test for Blitter or
Hermes in bit 0, the chip being
Hermes if not an Atari, or a
Blitter if an Atari. Bit 0 being 0
means no Hermes or Blitter
See lines 11250 and 11260 for
the 'Atari test' ln the case of
the QLay emulator the machine
type 31 implies that QLay
emulates a Hermes chip.

10980: Checks the display
type, the top 3 bits in

sys-mtyp. Returns a value
similar to DISP-TYPE in

SBASIC, but gives 6 for VGA
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on a QXL DISP-SIZE gives a
value of 0 as it assumes the
QXL emulates the original QL
display

10990: Checks the current va-
lue of the display control regis-
ter in order to establish the
display mode in line 11350 and
display page in line 11360

11000 to 11040: Checks the
f requency by checking the
word value at offset 168 in the
system variables This gives 50
for 50Hz or 60 for 6AHz.

11050: Checks for the address
of the top of RAM to establish
how much memory is on this
machine. The actual method of
calculation is in line 11630

11060: Checks for monitor dis-
play type. The value returned
Irom the syslem variables is

converted to something mean-
ingful in lines 11290 to 11340.

11080 to 11230 converts the
'hardware-code" value into the
name of the type of machine,
from Standard QL to QLay Un-

known values are simply stated
as 'Unknown HW'. Note that
with the release of type 17

hardware (Q40 or Q60) I have
added line 11175 to caler for
Q40 or Q60 Once Q40 or Q60
has been established, it's possi-
ble to distinguish them from the
processor type (68040 or
68060)

tI24O to 11280: tstablishes
the result of the test for Her-
mes or Blitter chips and groups
the result depending on whe-
ther the machine is an Atari
(Blitter with hardware-code
1,3,5,7,9) or not an Atari {ie. Her-
mes with non-Atari hardware)

11290 to 11340: Establishes
the monitor or TV display type,
including if a 525 line USA TV
mode or 625 line European TV
mode for example.

11350: Display mode type is

checked, but only works for 4

or B colour modes. To test Jor

higher colour modes we'd
need 1o test for SBASIC being
present, possibly test lor
SMSQ/E versions 2.98 or
higher (i.e containing GD2 co-
lour drivers) then use SBASIC's
DMODE extension for mode
number SMSQ/E is currently
the only syslem to support
higher colour modes These
mode numbers can currently
be as follows,

0,4,7,8,15,16,31,32,33,64

To adapt the program you may
like to experiment with a line

such as 11355 lF os$='SMSQE'
THFN display-mode=DMODF

11360: This line checks the
display page, ie whether the
second screen is in use on a

QL system or not {currently
only supported by Minerva).

11370 to 11450: Convert
display-code to a string descri-
bing the current display type

11460 to 11520: Convert
cpu-code tc the name of the
processor in question. Note
that I have added line 11515 to
the original listing to cater for
68060 systems such as Q60
and some Amiga systems
which aIe powered by a

68060

11550 to 11680: The
SETUP-SHOW procedure dis-
plays the information gathered
onto the screen.

11690 to 11760: A sirnple
procedure to converl 1 to 'lst',

2 lo'Znd' and so on, in order to
display the display page num-
ber {ie are we showing first or
second QL screen for exam-
ple)

11770 lo 11820: Setup-Test is

the procedure to call to start all
this going!

lf anyone has more material to
add to this article I would be
very pleased to receive it for
publication. The more informa-
tion of lhis type we can pass
on to help our software writers,
the better:
We have replies from AlBoehm
and Daniele Terdina, which we
will publish in the next issue

A short Visit of XMenu
Part 2
Jirome Grimbert

So let's go back to the explanation of P[ in C'

Action routine of Loose ltem
An action routine get three things and is expec-
ted to return another lt gets:
1. a pointer to the window de{inition (WM-wwork*)

2 a pointer to the loose item for which this
function was called

3. a pointer to the window status {WM-wstat x)

And it should reiurn a PE event (such as
PT--CAN or AHIT-NORMAL).

One nice thing is that the status ol the loose item
has been already updated by the PE Example
for the list behavior'

static long ALIST(
struct l,ll,Lwwork *wwk,
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struct lJlv1-_litm xlir
struct lll}l-wstat xwst

)
{

uruldraw(wwkr-1); /x redraw al1 changed
loose items x,/

if (wst->kprs==K--D0)

{
return PT-CAN;

]
else
{

return AHIT-JII0RMAI;

]
]

It's pretty simple: we redraw all the loose items,
and according to the pressed key, returns either
AHIT*NORMAL or PT--CAN. PT--CAN gets out
of the pointer-reading function {wm-rptr{)
function), allowrng to perform more things, such
as cancelling a subwindow or exiting a program.
I remind you that a primary window is usually
handled this way:

if ( tvruprpos(&wwr-1,-1) )

{
wrn-wdraw( &ww) ;
while (!wn-rptr(&wv))
t

i-f (ws->eynt & PT-CAN) break;
. ];
J
wruwrset(&ww);

whereas a secondary must use wm-pulldfi in-

stead of wm-prposfl. 0f course, more PT-*
events can be handled in the while loop. One last
thing is that in order to be able to call the action
function from the PF, we musl use a wrapper. lt a
small piece of code:

static struct HM-action alist = { .fSn,
wn-actli, ALIST ];

ln the loose item declaration, the pact field is
filled with &alist (pact stands for Pointer to Action
routine). When the loose item is activated, the PE
jumps at the .pact value, execuling a JSR
instruction to the wrapper wm-actli (action Loose
Item) which then call your ALIST C function with
the paramters correctly set for C code.

field of loose item

While I'm writing at the .pact field of the loose
item {WM-litm *), I may as well give the other
fields,

o .xsize : the horizontal size, in pixel
o ysizs , the vertical size, in pixel
. .xorg : the position of the left most pixel,

relative to the window definiliono .|or! : the position of the top most pixel,
relative lo the window definition. .xjst , horizontal justification, offset in pixel for
graphics

o yjst : vertical iustification, offset in pixel for
graphrcs

c .type , kind of item, TYP-TEXT or
TYP-SPRITE or even a blob or a pattern {if
you have provided the other part [pattern/
blobl in the window definition)o .skey : selection key 0 if noner .item: item number in the status structure, the
place where the state of the item is storedr .pact : pointer to action routine

The size and origin are 'inside' the item border:
which means that you must make a provision for
the border width when placing the item Two last
points before ending about the loose items:

1. lf you intend to use more than 40 loose
ilems, you MUST update the definition of
WM-wstat in the relevant system include file
or you risk to get a mernory corruption of
your program {which, without MMU, will
usually be unnoticed and provides very
strange behavior sometimesl).

2 the horizonlal justification for text item allows,
by using a negative number to underline
some specific letters from the text This is

valid only for modern PE {if you still have a

very old PF, it might not work). The underline
letter should match the selection key

Next to corre: the information windows and how
to use them!

lnformation windows

Re-drawing any information windows is done by
calling wm-idraw{) The call takes two arguments:

c the windows definition (WM-wwork x)

o a bit field, on 32 bits

The bit field is just a little strange: the bit number
which matches the number of the information
window must be clear if you want the redraw. You
can not have more than 32 information windows,
or then you won't be able to redraw the one you
wants if the number is more than 32.

As a remark, anyway more than 32 informatron
windows is really too much lt might be ok to
have 105 loose menu items, because each could
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THE 2'd lrish QL Show - August bank Holidav
Weekend. 24th-26th August. ?OQ?.

Yes, its back by popular demand!! The show will take place high in the
beautiful Wicklow rnountains, in the Village of Roundwood, in the
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QL 2OO2 r THE DVD Disk!!!
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lead to a different action and there is only one
object per loose menu item, but you can have
many information objects in a single information
window So, there should no real need for too
many information windows. The most I ever had
was 13, in the sprite editor and I really wasted
half of them

Being able to redraw only the information win-
dows that need to be refreshed is a good thing,
because it allows the unnecessary flickering and
saves some time. Flickering can happen because
the information windows hold a list of information
obiects. Each items in this list is draw in

sequence, thus making 3D effects is pretty easy
by drawing the biggest rectangle {irst, and then
the smallers one, ending with the real content
which can be a rnix of text strings and sprite

The fields of each WM-infw are,

r xsize , the horizonlal size, in pixels
o ysize , the vertical size, in pixels
r Xor'g ' the position of the left most part, in

pixels, relative to the window (WM-wwork)
. yorg , the position of the top most part, in

pixels, relative to the window {WM-wwork). flag : sp€cif! if it should be cleared and the
size of the shadow. borw :size of the border. borc : colour of the bordet on a byte, so
palette might be possible but not true high
colour usually it's just the good old encoding
of colours.r pdpr: colour of the papel; on a byte tooe pobj : pointer to the object list

lnformation object

Each information oblect has the following field:

r xsize , the horizontal size, in pixels
o ysize 

' 
the vertical size, in pixels

o Xorg : the position of the left most part, in

pixels, relative to the informalion window
{WM-infw)o yorg : the position of the top most part, in

pixels, relative to the rnformalion window
(WM-inf w). type , the kind of object, can be
TYP-SPR|TE, TYP-TEXT or even
TYP-BLOB or TYP-PATT (for just a blob or
pattern)!

. spare : o spolo byte, should be 0.c an union named attr alternating between,

o fOr typE TYPE_TEXT
- ink : colour of the ink, on a single

byte
- cwid ' the width of the characters {0

to 3, as for csize)
- chgt , the height of the characters (0

to 1, as for csize)

" for lype TYP_BLOB and TYP_PATT
- comb , the other part f rom a

blob/pattern combinationo pobj : pointer to the object of the kind
specified by type field

Sharing the same object list among multiple
information windows is possible, even if it does
not help to compute the number of objects (well,

all you have to do is just to count the
number ol oblects that you want on the screen...).

And remember' if your objects are overlapping,
the order in the list is important!

Next issue, we will deal with the application
window

Programming in
Assembler - Part 10
Norman Dunbar

The Subroutine Library Revisited

First of all, apologies if you were expecting to
see the next part of QLTdis in this issue, due to a

large work load, Christmas and New Year two
weeks in the Dominican Republic and a serious
bug that has come to light in one of the [unpub-
lished) routines, I have a bit of fixing to do before
I can turn you loose on the next exciting install-

ment. Fear not, I hope to have it all fixed soon.
ln part 9 and parl9l2 of the tutorials, lpresented
you with a hopfully useful library of subroutines
and a small library handler to allow you to use
them. Unfortunately, I owe all my faithful readers a
huge apology - the code prrnled in parts 9 and
9/2 was so badly bug ridden I am seriously
embarassed by the article

I can only explain it away by noting that the file
printed was an old version {one which I didn't
know I still had) from my home machine. The
version you should have seen, was the one I had
on my Zip drive. Unfortunately, when I move
articles from home to work most of this is

written in my lunch hours at work - I use the zip
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disc and I seem to have got a little out of sync at
some point and trashed my good copies of the
library. (Don't mention backups we computer
professionals never use them!)

So, as printed, the code is dangerous and
unreliable. Personally l'd be loath lo use it mysell
Howeve{ with a little bit of tidying up, we can use
it again. Here goes, and again, my apologies for
lhe mess.

PART 9 (Volume 6 lssue 3)

STR-REVERSE has, as its very first line,
'MOVE.L' rather than 'MOVEM.L'. Not a bad start,
first line of first sub-routine and I got it wrong

STR-INSERT makes a call to STR-APPEND if
the value in D0!V is greater than the length of the
string being inserted into Unfortunately,
STR-INSERT returns an error code in D0 while
STR-APPEND does not ROBERT NEWSON
wrote a letter in Volume 6 lssue 4 on page 32
giving corrected code - I am grateful to Robert
for noticing and fixing my feeble attempt.

PART 9/2 (Yolume 6 lssue 4)

PRINT only preserves register A1, lt should also
preserve D1, D2 and D3 as these get trashed by
the vector call UT-MTEXT So, change these two
lines,

MolrE.L A1,-(az)
MovE.L (A7)+,A1

to

MovEM. r D1-D3 / At,- (Az)
MOVEM. L (A7) +,D1-D3 / A7

LINE-FEED uses a couple of equates -'linefeed'

and 'infinite' These are ones I use all the time,
and have them in a separate file which is included
by almosl anything I'm working on, Unforlunately,
I never mentioned this fact in the article, so
attempting to assemble this code will not work
unless you add the following,

IINEFEED EQU 10
INFINITE EQU .1

This can be done in a separale header file that
you include, or simply change them in the library
code I have given so that the instructions look
like this:

MOVEQ #10,D1
MOVEQ #-L,D3

INPUT menlions in its outputs commenls that A1
is the start of the buffer where the word count
is' This is not correct as Al returns the address
of the first character in the buffer ln addition, the
line'

MOVEQ #2r6,D2

should be rewritten as ,

MOvE.w #2r6,D2

I have used the 'infinite' equate in
routine as well Change this to '-1'

equate as explained above.

the INPUT
or add an

GEORGE GWILT has pointed out that as it stands,
ihe input rouline is 'ok' because the i-buffer
storage will be word aligned, if any code or data
gets inserted between the RTS and the definition
of the buffer it could cause the buffer to be loca-
ted at an odd address which would cause a
hang. To make sure that this never happens,
change the definition of the bufter so that it is

defines in WORDS ra{her then BYTES as follows,

I-BUFFER DS.W 128+1

which will force word alignment regardless of
whal appears in the code before it George has a
few more observations too - you'll read them
later:

JOB*HEADER also benefits from George's
sharp eyes and mind. He has noticed that if the
job name is an odd length, then the actual job
name will have a 'bonus' character in it This is
caused by GWASL setting the 'prog-start' label
to an even address - because it is an instruction
address, and my code using a calculation to de-
termine the length of the job name - as follows:

PROG_NAME DC.W PROG_START-PROG-TAME-2

We need to change the code to look like the
following instead - this will avoid the spare byte
appearing in the 1ob name.

PROG-.}IAME DC. II PROG-}IME-NND-PROG.}IAME.2
Dc.B r r

PROG_NAME-3ND DS.B O

PROG_.START

Prog-starl will still point to an even address, but
the calculation now uses a 'dummy' end address
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for the name and so will get the length correct
regardless of the'oddity' of the name length.

MEM-AI-I-OC tests D0 L on return from the
MT-ALCHP trap. lt appears that the QDOS
documentation sold by Jochen notes that lhis
trap sometimes doesn't set D0 correctly so
there may not actually be an error code. This is a
bit difficult to track down, and could lead to
problems. My copy of Jochen's documentation
doesn't mention this problem - but it does say
that two error codes may be returned - lnvalid
job or Out of memory. I have always tested D0 L
on return - just in case - but if George has more
up to date docs than mine, then there may be a
problem waiting to happen

Perhaps we need more information on what
circumstances the return in D0 is not correct so
that we can work around it. ln the meantime
Geroge recommends taking the TSTL D0 out. {l'd
prefer to leave that in - as I always have done.
Difficult decision )

MEM*DEALLOC also tests D0 L on return,
howevel this is nol required because the
MT-RICHP trap does not actually return an error
code. To fix this routine, delete the TSTL D0
instruction and delete the comment which states
that D0 is an error code.

SCR_MODE, CLS, SCR_PAPER, SCR-INK,
SCR-STRIP all have the same problem I have
used 'MOVE' when I should have used 'MOVEM'

when saving and restoring registers All of those
routines need to be fixed by changing 'MOVE.L'

to'MOVEM.L'

SCR-MODE also has a serious error in it - twicel
There are two instructions which are branches to
the label SCRM-EXIT but SCRM-EXIT is in the
wrong place The end of the routine should read
as follows'

scRM_EXrr MOVEM.L (A7)+,D1-D2/D7 / A3
TST.T DO

RTS

And not as it currently does where SCRM-EXIT
labels the RTS instruction.

SCR-PAPER, SCR*INK and SCR*STRIP appear
to be suffering from 'cut and paste' fever in that
each of them actually loads D0 with the
SD-CLEAR code, rather than the correct trap
code to set paper ink or strip. At least I got the
comments correct !

Change this line in each routine,

MOVEQ #SD_CIfiAR,DO

to one of the following,

MOyEQ #SD_SETPA,D0
M0VEQ #SD*SETrN,DO
MOVEQ #SD_SETST,DO

; Set paper colour
; Set ink colour
; Set strip colour

And finally in the SuperBasic library manager
utility, there is a missing semicolon on the third
line down, it should read as follows,

INPUT tlibrary name : r; LibraryName$

See you next time

Drag & Drop with
EasyPtr - Pa rt 1

Wolfgang Uhlig

Recently there has been some discussion in the
QL-Users-Group about the future of tasyPtr
which is still lhe only program suite for the QL to
create pointer driven programs in (S)Basic. lt
seems that, despite the Quanta workshop some
time ago, a lot of people still have great difficul-
ties to program EasyPtr because of its cryptic
manual. About 18 months ago I wrote a series of
articles about programming in EasyPtr for lhe
German Ql-Todaia and thought it might be helpful
for some people lo translate a small part of it.

So, what is it about, for whom is it, what can you
learn and what do you need?

The program to rllustrate this article shows a

list of 20 people. You can create a football
team by dragging and dropping 11 of the
names to another list, You can choose a week
and print both the team and the week to ram.

This is tittle point other than to learn some-
thing about EasyPtr-programming
You need to be able to create a menu with
menu-items and application-windows in

Easymenu-exe and to create a simple sprite
with Easysprite-exe
You can learn how to display arrays in applica-
tion-windows in different ways; how to calcu-
late the size of an application-window; and
how to deal with lhe contents of fields or
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even move content from one application win-
dow to another

. You first need, a small sprite symbolizing the
thing that can be 'dropped' after having
'dragged' it, To make it simple, creaie an arrow
or something like that^ Second: wc need a

menu of about 350x250 pixels with 4 menu-
items and three application-windows. The
menu items should be, I=ESC, 2=MOV[,
3=SLEEP {2 and 3 sel to automatic recogni-
tion) and a free menu item 4 wilh a name of
your choice lcalled it "showtime', and you will
see why later The size of the applicatron-
windows has a lot to do with their contents so
before you creale them, read what comes
right after this introduction For "well behaved'
sprites it is important to store them in an
appendix-file that can be lrespr'd when deve-
loping or attached to the code when compi-
ling, Copy the file "ptrmen-cde" from your
EasyPtr suite to a file with anolher name, I

called it "projectmenus", {Attention, Never use
the file 'ptrmenr 

-cde"l) Then 'append" both
your menu and sprite to this file

Okay let's start,

lf you create application-windows for arrays, you
have to take the following into account,

r The second dimension of the array, in our
case the number of letters, must noi extend
beyond the width of the window ln addition, if
you want to edit a string within a field, you
have to add an input buffer of one letter:

r The height must not be smaller than a letter
(or a number) is high. This seems obvious,
but.r if there are more fields than fit into the
window, the window manager automatrcally
creates scrollbars and arrows which diminish
the height by B pixels on the top and bottom
and by 14 pixels on the right side

How do we calculate this?

0n the QL letters and numbers are 6 pixels wide.
lf we are planning to create an array of for
example 20 names with a maximum of 18 letters,
thus,

DIM names$(19,18)

We count,
18 letters x 6 pixels = 108 + 6 pixels buffer * 14
pixels for the scrollbar = l2B pixels

So please create two applcation-wrndows with a
width of 128 pixels. The heighl is less important
here, because, as I have already said, scrollbars
are automatically created, when the array is loo
long for the window For a better overview
however don't make them too small.

The third application-window is meant to be very
small and to show only one number out of 52, so
height as well as width are of irnportance With

DIM weeknumber$(5f,2)

we also create this array as a string-array as
only string-arrays are possible in EasyPtr

A QL-letter is 9 pixels high and the scroll-arrows
take B pixels, so we get for the height,
9 pixels * 8 pixels top and 8 pixels bottom = 25
nivole

and for the width
2 numbers x 6 pixels = 12 * 14 pixels for the
scrollbar =26 pixels

Here we need NOT add a bufter of 6 pixels,

because the numbers are not to be edited, but
only displayed (Strictly speaking this was also
the case for the other two application-windows,
but we need to learn the principles...). An appli-
cation-window of 26x25 is therefore sufficient to
show numbers up to 99.

Please complete your menu now so that it looks
similar to the one shown below The program
code will refer to the application-window on the
left side as number one, the other big one
number two and the small one number three.

Al last we can now starl with the program.
You can start to type it in now and I will give a
detailed explanation of the program in part 2 - rn

the next issue.
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100 REMark x**x* a sma11 EasyPtr-practise
110 :

120 IfiESPR winl-proj ectmenus
1?n .

140 OPEN #3,eon-
150 I'JIDRAW #3,1
160 INIT
170 REMark *********)C****x*x**x**x*******l(*** x****l(*t(xxl(*
180 REMark l(l(t(xx start of the main progrsl *********x*
190 :

200 REPeat main
210 keY=MCALt(#3,keL 0)
220 SELect 0N key
230 =-1:MCLEAR #3:CI0SE #3:ST0P
2/+O =-/r: SHOtrrlTIIvG

2rA =2^L6 T0 2^32:
260 awnum=key
27O position=MAl,lNuM(#3, awnum)-1
280 IF awnum=3
29A NEXT main
3OO EI,SE

3LA DRAG-DROP

320 END IF
330 =REMAINDER :NEXT main
340 END SELECT

350 END REPeat nain
360 REMark ****x end of the main progran l(********xxxx
370 REMark *)e****x*t(****tt*X***************r(***x****xt(*****
380 DEFine PRO0eilure INIT
390 REMark x**** define/set variables for drag&drop
/rO0 atag/'=O : buffer$=" "
4ta :

420 REMark *x*l(* create an amay for 20 names
430 DrM namesg(19,18)
4/*0 RXSTORE

4lo ron t%=o ro t9
460 READ a$
4ZO names$(11)=s$
4go rND FoR i'l
/r9O OafA ttRoyttr tfDarenrr, rtTonytr, rtDilwSm?t

500 DATA ttJochenrr, rtlJolfgangrt, rrMarceltrr trDietrichtr
510 DATA rtAlrr, rrDaverr, rtPhoebusrrr rrNastarr

,20 DATA ttThierryrr, ItJerometr, ?tFrancoisrr, rf Clauderl
530 DATA trSj ef fr, ttPerrt, rtJonathantt, ttlerekrl

510 :

550 REMark *x*** create an array for the selected players
560 REMark *i(x** which is ernpty at the moment:
570 DIM selection$(10,18)
580 :

590 REMark ***x* an array for 52 weeks
600 DIM weekrrumber$(57,2)
610 FOR i%=0 TA 51:weeknumber$(I/,)=l%+7:
620 :

630 FnMark ****l( now draw all arrays:
640 MAIdDRAI,I #3, l,names$
650 MAIdDRAW #3,2r seleetion$
660 MAI'IDRAW #3,3,weeknunber$
670 END DEFine INIT
680 :

690 DEFine PR00edure DRAG-IROP
700 IF drag%
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710 IF MTEXT$(#3,key),' ""724 NEXT nain
734 ELSE
740 IF awnum=l
7r0 nanes$(position)=buffer$
760 Er,sE
770 selection$(positi-on)=buffer$
7BO END IF
79A MALIITEM #3,key,,bufferg
800 buffer$=ttrt
810 dragl=591(draq%)
820 SPRS #3,0
B3O END IF
B4O EISE
BrA IF MTEXT$(#3,key),, ""860 fF awnum=l
870 buffer$=names$(position)
BB0 names$(position) -tttt
B9O ELSE
900 buffer$=selection$ (positlon)
910 selection$(position)=n't
q2N T'ilIT] TT'

%A MAI,IITEM #3rkey,,ttu
940 dragl=1rJ61(drae%)
9ro SPRS #3,1
960 ELSE
970 NEXT main
980 END IF
990 END IF
1000 END DEFine DRAG_IROP
1010 :

1020 DEFine PROCedure SHOI,ITIIvIE
1030 L0Ca1 number
10/+0 number=MAI,tNIJM ( #3\j )
1050 operr-over #1 rram1*showtime
1060 print #4r,,In week "&number
1070 print #4r,,the following players were selected:fr
1080 print #4,se1eetiong
1090 close #/+

1100 END DEFine SH0WTIME

The Extended Environ-
ment in SBASICI Prograrn-
ming with QPTR
Wolfgang Lenerz

This is the new Guide to using QPTR in Super-
BASIC. The purpose hereof is to enable you lo
program the "Extended Environmenl" - so
called the tPointer Environment) very easily
with the QPTR exlensions (which you must
obtain seperately). Contrary to what a first
impression may let you believe, the Exlended
Environment, and QPTR at lhe same time, are
nol complicated or difficult, but just complex,

notably because there are so many new
concepts lo assimilate at once. But it is actually
sufficienl to know and respect its "philosophy"
to see - and understand - lhe logic behind it.

I sincerely hope this Guide will be useful to you.

lntroduction

This is an explanation of the concepts and key-
words needed to program applications using the
QPTR SuperBASlC extensions. For some as-
pects, we will use examples derived from QPAC
ll, it is thus hoped that the reader is familiar with
this software...
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Before starting on the course propel some terms
might need an explanation'

The Exlended Environment essentially is just a
"new" method to interact with the user of an
application:
lnteraction means, on the one hand, display of
information on the screen (in windows) and, on
the other hand, obtaining the user's response to
thrs information (often, but not always, through a
'pointer'). For example, a file copier displays infor-
mation (the name of files on a disk) and obtains
the user's response {i.e. selecting which files to
copy). The Extended Environment {which I'll ab-
breviate as EE from here on) can handle that
aspect of a program, but the rest of the program
willremain (nearly) unchanged:in the example just
used, it is still you, the programmer who will have
to program the copying operation itself

An application is simple a program

A window is said to be managed when it is part
of an application written specifically to take
advantage of the facilities offered by the EE,

QPAC ll has managed windows, QUILL has
windows that are not managed.

The EE changes not only several aspects of the
QL's windowing system, but also the QL's
multitasking. Here, the concept of a window rs

enlarged to mean not only the means through
which an application will communicale with the
user but also the means to determine whether
an application will multitask or will be suspended.

The best way to understand that is to imagine
that, for the EE, all window are"stacked"on a pile

{one considers that an application has bul one
main window). The window that is on top of the
pile is that which is entirely visible on the screen.
This window is said to be unlocked which means
that it will accept input if you type something in it
and if the mouse pointer is over it lf you now hit
CTRL + C, then the window on the top of the pile
will get transferred to the bottum of the pile, and
the window that was just under that one will be
on top of the pile. Now if the pointer is in that
window anything you type (or any click of the
mouse) will be directed to that window and is
thus taken into account by the application to
which that window belongs. The window on top
of the pile will be called the upper window The
other windows, which are underneath it, do not
accept keystrokes lt is then said that thay are
locked

It is possible for two or more windows to be on
top of the pile at the same time, and to be visible
entirely {if they are small enough..). Both windows
will then be unlocked However: if anything is
typed on the keyboard, the keystrokes thus
generated go only to the window in which one
can see the pointer:

The concept of locked windows is important, An
application whose window is locked will be sus-
pended (i.e. it stops working) until its window be-
comes unlocked lF this application either at-
tempts to write to the screen or is waiting for
user input. Example' You are working in Abacus,
and ask it to recalculate a large speadsheet. As
soon as Abacus starts to do that, you switch to
Basic Abacus will continue to work on the
spreadsheet, until it has to display the recalcula-
ted sheet. Then it will stop cold, waiting for you
to switch back to it (thus unlocking it window)
Until then, Abacus is suspended

The word pointer can have two meanings: first of
all it can mean the concept of a pointer as used
in all programmming languages, i.e. a variable
pointing to something Also, it can mean a poin-
ter (cursor) on the screen, moved about by the
mouse or cursor keys. One doesn't generally use
the word 'cursor' because that normally ony
means a rectagular square (blinking or not),

whereas a pointer can have about any shape
you desre. Normally it should be quite clear from
the context which meaning of the word pointer is
used, without any possibility of confusion

The mouse pointer can be used to 'hit'oblects
or 'do' these objects, a "Hit' is either a click o{
the left mouse button or tapping the space bar A
'Do'is either a click with the right mouse button,
or tapping the ENTTR key

An application will have a main (or "primary'j

window through which it communicates with the
user Generally this window will be divided into
"sub-windows". These sub-windows are but sub'
divisions of the main window Thus, in QPAC ll, for
example, the primary window of the"Files" menu
is the entire window visible The part of the
window which displays the file names is a

sub-window
Some sub-windows are a bit special in that they
can have 'oblects' {such as the file names in the
QPAC ll files menu) The state of the objects can
change when hit or"done'and can even produce
an action. The sub-windows are called applica-
lion sub-windows
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Programs using QPTR can also be compiled
Howeve[ you have to use the Qliberation Soft-
ware's Qliberator for this, as the'Turbo"compiler
cannot cope with functions and commands
which return changed parameters (even thought
this is explicitly foreseen for Basic keywords) As
an importnt number of QPTR keywords use this
feature, programs written with them cannot be
compiled with'Turbo'

A program written for the EE will most likely
follow the following procedure,

c Definition of window{s)
r Display of windows onscreen
o Waiting for user inpul
o Act on user input
o (perhaps) Re-define windows and display it
c Wait for user input etc...

This is in fact not far from'classical'programming,
QUILI doesn't do anthing else than display its
windows, wait for user input, act on that etc...

Each of these stages will be discussed. The
most difficult and important is the first stage, lhe
definition of the window

Part One: Defining the !(indow

We wish of course, to define windows which are
managed. To this end, there are rules to be
obeyed, the definition must be made in a deter-
mined manne[ which may seem complicated at
first To obtain this global definition of the window
there are several levels of definition through
which you will successively have to pass: You
must frrst define the main window then the
different sub-windows and lists

l- LEVEL ll Definition of the primary window

A - Some new concepts

A certain number of new concepts must be set
out before we can examine the new keywords.

1) The primarv window
The primary window of an application is terribly
important. Put simply, it is the first window to be
opened for an application - but it determines the
graphical aspect of the entire application This is

why it is called the primary windaw: Primary not
only because it is the first to be opened, but also
because it primes all the others.

The primary window is paramount: your applica-
tion is not allowed lo open any other window
outside the primay window!

2) The sub-windows
As we shall see, and as was already mentioned,
the primary window itself is generally broken
down into sub-windows. There are different kinds
of sub-windows, each doing it's own bit. NONI of
the sub-windows' sizes may exceed the size of
the primary window they must all be opened
within their primary. Even if you attempted
otherwise, the tE would not let you {!).

There are three types of sub-windows:

" The information sub-windows which just dis-
play some information, as their name suggests.

. The application sub-undows - they can be so
diverse that it is difficult to give a precise de-
scription.

" The menu sub-windows, these are a special
case of application sub-window, containing
"objects'.

3l Menu items
ln addition to sub-windows, primary windows may
also have "loose menu items' {sometimes also
called simply 'menu items"). These can change
state or produce an aclion when hit or 'done',

and, if the pointer moves over them, a border is
drawn around them.

To understand these three components, let's look
at the QPAC ll "Files'fir€nu:

We can see the first sub-window containing the
file names, at a first glance This is a menu sub-
window (the file names are its objects).
We also notice the menu items, such as F3, Com-
mands, F5 All etc..
The "stripes"around the device name, are drawn
within an information sub-window Likewise, the
data on the device ({ree sectorsi total sectors)
are displyed within an information sub-window.
It should be noted that none of these sub-win-
dows is a"window"in the QL sense (i.e having its
own SCR or CON channel), even if they behave
like such This can be seen from lhe "Channels'

flenu: the 'Files' menu has but one screen chan-
nel open...

4) Secondarv windows
Sometimes it is necessary to have additional win-
dows which are true QL windows, with their own
channel These will generally be secondary win-
dows.
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A well established accounts package for the small to
medium sized business, including auromatic
generation ofprofit & loss accounq balance sheet, VAT
refurns, reports and analysis for audit trails and
managemenl decisions. Previously sold for over fl0O.*

Manage a payroll for a small to medium sized
business. Handles up lo 99 employees easily,
producing P45s and P6Os as well as the paplips on a
monthly or weekly basis, Calculates tax and national
insurance and is easy to update to take account of the
current tax year rules.

Q-Help: on-screen help for SupeTBASIC commands,
including TI{2, Iirrbo Toolkit, SMSQ/E and PD toolkits.
Can be used to add help to your own prog'arns -

simply produce ASCII text for each help page, add an
index and Q-Help automatically cross-references and
displays the links.
The PD toolkits referred to are available for f2.
Q-Index: The SupeTBASIC index supplied with the
Reference Manual - enter a topic such as 'screen
resolution' and find out fhe codrmands which relate.
lau-nch Q-Help for further info on the chosen
command.

Produce landscape printouts of EaseVQspread
spreadsheets and output from Qt Genealogist, as well
as any other standard text file. You can specify the
fons to be used on the page. Works with all EPSON
compatitrle printers, from 9 pin dot rnatrix to laser
printers. A most useful utility by Dilwyn Jones - you
know it must lx easy t0 use.

Produce graphical representations of 3D objects - view
them as wireframe, hidden line and shaded.
Ferspective and magnification can be controlled and
views can be saved to file for subsequent printing.
Multiple objects can be defined and positioned relative
to each otier. Simple to use yet produces excellent
resulB.

Have you ever tried to vt'rite a program, trut been lost as to
the means of performing a certain action? This Reference
Manual provides you with a full description and examples of
how to use all of the keywords found on each of the
different QLs, plus SMSQ,ze, Toolkit II and many different
public domain toolkis. Details of any possible problems are
provided, togetier with descriptions of how to use the
device drivers and how to ersure that your programs are
compatible across the range of QL platforms.
This book is ideal for all QL users and is kept up to date with
regular updates.
orders are currently being taken for tlre next print run of
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New monochrome
drivers, providilg up to 72odpi for all
written for use with ProWesS, such as Linel
Paragraph. Works on all Epson inkjet prin
suppbrt binary mode compiession
models at least). 1{4o dpi to follow

Store your family tree
with details of their pr
those links build
Text files
individuals

For the gaming entiusiast - D-Day is a classic table top wargame tbr one or
two playes - you control either the Allies or the Axis forces during $rW[.
With the ability to define your own army set ups and a choice of 4 different
scenarios, dris should keep you entertained for a while.
Grey Wolf is a graphical simulation of a submarine - can you sink the enemy
shipping whilst avoiding their planes and destroyers??

RWAP Software, 7 Common Road,
Kinsley, Pontefract, West Yorkshire
WFg 5JR

TEL: 01977 614299

RWAT
S*F?WARE

sfaN in the skv looked like 1

years ago? Or, maybe you want to learn the constellations

iF Zfimalc,ng this Battle against werewolves and dracula look-alikes on a' fiof your family. Hammer Horror set in th€ comical Horrorday
l6ndQMenu aswell Take the part of a prawn witb a hangover, iost in a strangr

ltile and female trees. land in rhe hilarioui Prawn.
lljsince,l06.6included_. Solve a bank-rotrbery by fighting the bad guys and
1 enter the details as they collecting the loot in real-time old W€st
it generates thg t ."," from Batde countless dwarves in the annospheric Lost Kingdom

can be transferred to the of Zkul.

Cheques in fsterling
payable to'R.Mellor'
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Secondary windows are defined, and behave,
exactly like primary windows (i,e they have their
own sub-windows, menu items etc .) BUT these
secondary windows are all confined within the
primary window whose size they may not ex-
ceed Simply put, an application may not display
anything outside its primary (but it rs possible to
make the prirnay bigger if need be).

An example of a secondary window: in the QPAC
ll Files window, hit F3. This opens another win-
dow, which itself has menu ilems This other win-
dow is a secondary window it has its own CON-
channel, as you can see when checking through
'Channels'.

It is of course possible to open a new secondary
window within a first secondary window (no,

they're not called tertiary windows...). This can be
useful if you wish to have a cascade of menus, a
first menu leads to a second one, which in turn
leads to another ete... {it rs not, howevel
considered to be good programming style to use
too many cascading menus).
Whilst any secondary window is, of course,
limited to the size of the primary, a secondary
window within another secondary window is
NOT limited to the size of the first secondary
window - else, successive menus would have to
get progressively smaller!
ln briel an [E application has two kinds o{ win-
dows, one primary window (possibly with sub-
windows) and, possibly, one or several secon-
dary windows. Each may have its own loose
menu, and sub-windows.
The difference between a menu, whether it is a
loose menu or the objects in a menu sub-window
on the one hand, and a sub-windowon the other
hand, is the fact that clicking on an item in a

menu will lead to a result. This may just be to
select the item {e,g. F4 - view in the QPAC ll Files
menu) or lead to some kind of action te g. F3 in

the QPAC ll Files menu), Clicking on a sub-win-
dow in itself generally produces no results (there

is one exception to which we will come later)

5) The working_definition
To conslruct a primary window you will need to
build up a 'working definition" of this window
Let's take an example with"normal'SuperBASlC
You can open a window just by typing,
"OPENs3,con-". You have then opened a window.
Howeve[ to really define this window you would
then define ils size and position

{W|NDOWn3,x,y,z,p), its colours (border, paper ink)
etc. Thus you will build up an exacl definition of
your window with all your parameters.

Likewise, in the EE, you make a definition of the
window according to your parameters, Here,
howeve[ this defintion, ie. the "working definition"
is more complex and it is compulsory you
cannot do without it

B - Making lhe_Wsrkrng lelinilisn

The working definition of the primary window is
built up by the following function, MK-WDEF
{MaKe Working DEEinition).

workde f = MK-I,IDEF (w def /", w attr/", uptr, 1tab,
inftab, apptab)

'workdef'then becomes a pointer to the working
definition of the window The parameters to this
function are as follows'

-,* wdef% is an array containing the "physical'

definition of the window
ln other words, it is a 4 element integer array
(DlM wdefTo(3)) lts elements are, in this order'
-window x size
- window y size
- x position of pointer when the window is drawn
- y position of pointer when window rs drawn.

The pointer posilion rs given as the number
of pixels starting from the upper left hand
corner of the window which is considered to
be at coordinates (0,0)

'' * wattrYo is an array containing the window
'attributes". These "attributes' are simply the
following' window paper (& stripi colour; size
and colour of the window border and size of
the shadow beneath the window in the fol-
lowing order'

-size of shadow
- size of border
- colour of border
-paper colour

So, there again, this is an integer array with 4
elements (DlM wattr%{3)).
The last three parameters should be clear to
anyone concerned. The "srze of the shadow"
is given in pixels [but is multiplied by 2 by the
software, to have even numbers). The sha-
dow counts for the size of the window, On a
normal QL, you could not have a window
512x256 pixels wide plus a shadow this
would make the window too large A shadow
size of 2 is generally thought to be sufficient
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-' * wplr, ltab, inftab, apptab are level ll "pointers'

(ie. they are explained in level ll)'
- wptr is a pointer {generally obtained by

SPRSP) towards a sprite definition.
- ltab is a pointer to a loose menu items list,

as returned by the MK-LIL function'
Itab=MK-LlL {level ll parameters}.

- inftab is a pointer towards an inlormation
sub-window list, as returned by the
MK*IWL function,
inftab=MK-IWL {level ll parameters)

- apptab is a pointer towards an application
sub-window list, as returned by the
MK-AWL function'
apptab=MK-AWL(Level ll parameters).

Each of the last 4 pointers may be set to 0 ln

this case, it is considered that the list to which it
points does not exist: if inftab = 0, there are no
information sub-windows.

AITENTION: lt is important to respect the types
of variables' if a variable is expected to be an
integet or an integer array, the variable MUST be
of the correct type. Else, al best, the function in

which it is used willgive up with an erro[ at worst
very bizzarre things may happen..

We'll continue with level ll functions in the next
instalment of this series

Sinclair QL CSYNC lnverter
Marcel Flipse

The QL cannol be connected
to a CGA monitor directly This
is because the QL has an

aclive-low Csync pin. A CGA
monitor expects an active-high
signal This document shows
how to make a very little circuit
board, which inverts the Csync
pin No additional power supply
is needed The PCB is small

l-jere are scme pictures of the caliie

enough to fit inside a DB-9 connector:

The urcuit is straightforward. The Csync signal is

fed through a single gate NAND, which acts as
the inverter The NAND gate is powered by the
Csync signal itself Energy is stored in a 10uF tan-
talum capacitor to buffer the time the Csync
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signal is low. A 100 ohm resistor is added to limit
the inrush current during power-up. Some
additional resistors and S0T-23 transient
suppressors are added for extra protection of
the QL.
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The schematic drawrng rs shown on the following page. The following components dre flooded:

Qty RefDes Componenl l/alue _ _Descriplion _PatternName
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i

GzuN
\ll'rlr

Green
Elxe

Grcu*d
Ground
C*i*r Signal
Cclor Sign*i
Cr:icr Signal

1U1
1R2
1Dl
1Cl
1K3

!-.isync {.f nverter Qf--CsvncJ
\lsi.,nc V*itirorlsYnc

Single Gate NAND S0T353T4AHClGOOGW
ARC241
BAVTOW
CAP-SIZEA
DBgM-EDGE

100R

10uF

Resistor Array
DualDiode
Tantalum Cap.

ARC24i
sOT323
SIZE-A

3 ZI,22, Z3 MMBZ6V2ALT1 6,2V
2 Rl, R3 RES_0603 100R

Additional stuff:
6 core cable (screened if possible)
B pin QL style DIN connector
Sub-D hood.
ADT09 from Assmann, wwwassmann.com, see
picture on first page
2 Washers, which are below the two screws
inside the sub-D hood. See picture
The circuitboard itsell

Mail me {mflipseltloSPAM@zonnet.nl) if you need
any gerberfiles or additional info

Don't fry your QL building this circuit! Good luckl

SubD Connector DB9EDGEM
Transient Abs SOT23
Resistor 0603
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Aircraft shining after
Sunset
Alex Wells

Have you noticed, a while after sunset, that a
plane flying overhead glints in its own sunlight? I

wondered whether I could work out how long this
effect might last

Perhaps I could use one of my 'Astro' QL pro-
grams (in the Quanta library, based on'Astronomy
with your personal computer', by Peter Duffett-
Smith) to do some use{ul (!) sums Some rough
assumptions are needed,

nominal
Radius of Earth = 3964 miles

assurne
Altitude of airplane = 7 miles (about 37000 f t )

then - angle up from airplane's horizon to airplane

= ACOS { 3964/3964 + 7 ) rad.

= 3.4 deg

fhe QL's 'ACOS' is the rnverse trigonometric
funclion of "Cosine"

Use the procedure 'HsunRS' (sun Rise & Set) in

the'Astro-MsunS' program.
Calculate sunset time at home {2 deg. west, 53
deg, north)
Calculate sunset time 3.4 deg. further wesl
This is the time for sunsel at the airplane
overhead.
No, it is not - this calc. is true on the equator at
the equinoxes, but it gives an arder of
magnitude of the effect of the aircraft altitude!

Subtract the two sunset times to give an estimate
of how long after my sunset on the ground it
would be for the shining airplane effect to be
possible at the given altitude

The output o{ the program follows'

MsunS 2002 Jul05 22:03:32

Sunrise and sunset

Geographical longitude { D, M, S; W neg. } .. -2 0 0
Geographical latitude { D, M, S; S neg. } . 53 0 0
Daylight saving ... { H ahead of zone t } . 1

Time zone ....... I hours; West negative I .. 0

Calendar date . ... ..,. { D, M, Y L 5 1 2A02

Circumstances of sunrise

Universal time ...,.,.. { H, M, S I ...,, 3 49 n.4A
Local civil time ...... { H, M, S L 4 49 27 4A

Azimuth { D, M, S; Z0ro is North I + 4B 26 4 66

Circumstances of sunset

Universal time ....,.. { H, M, S } ..., 20 35 3.6i
Local civil time .,. . I H, M, S L 21 35 3 61

Azimuth . I D, M, S; Z0r0 is North l . +311 25 49 BB

Sunrise and sunset

Geographical fongitude f D, M, S; W neg. ] '5 24 A

Geographical latitude { D, M, S; S neg. } .. 53 0 0

Daylight saving .... { H ahead of zone t I I
Time zone ....... { hours; West negative } .. 0

Circumstances of sunrise

Universal time.........{H,M,SI.... 4 3 390
Local civil time ..,., { H, M, S I .... 5 3 3 90

Azimuth ., I D, M, S; Z0ro is North l . + 48 2611.07

Circumstances of sunset

Universal time ..... { H, M, S } ... 20 48 39 28
Local civil time ..... { H, M, S } . 2l4B 39.28

Azimuth . { D, M, S; Z0r0 is North I +311 25 4316

The result is:

my local sunset is at 9.35 pm and an estimaled
airplane sunset occurs after 9.48 pm,

So I should be able lo see my plane still glinting
over 13 minutes after sunset, if the assumptions
are good

Editor's note; fhis article is a litfle specralised so
I have included Alex's email address
alex_wells@onetel. net. u k
in case readers wish to corespond with him
about this article. Don't forget that the 'Astro'
pragram he refers fo is available from lhe
Quanta software library.
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Marcel Kilgus wriles;
Dilwyn Jones wrote in the last issue'Despite this,

QPC2 has some way to go before it can match
the 20kHz stereo audio from a Q60 for example'.
I'd just like to point out that originally I planned

QPC2 v3.02 to have samples sound support.
The problem is just that the SSSS was specifical-
ly designed with the simple QxO sound system in

mind and ironically it is quite difficult to emulate it
with the more sophisticated PC sound chips.
Doing it in a way that it sort of works in mosl
cases is not very difficult, but for that I'm too
much of a perfectionist. So far lam not sure how
I will solve this issue. At least one option would
be to design a new sound system interface (that

could also provide for sampling rates other than
20k{z,like the more common 22050H2 rate) and
only provide SSSS support through an emulation
layer Anyways, stay tuned for more news on this
sublect in a future QL-Today issue

Wolfgang Uhlig writes;
Reading the last QL-Today I felt a little bit irritated
by the way Dilwyn Jones promotes the Q60. I

can accept his enlhusiasm about it, but I don't
think that the EDITORIAL is the right place for
what sounds more like an advertisement to me.

ln the article about the QUANTA workshop he
writes something which in my opinion is

r"ronSeRSe: 'Despite this (the implementatron of
BIEP in QPC) QPC2 has some way to go before
it can match the 20kHz stereo audio from a
Q60..." As far as I can see there is absolutely no
necessity for QPC to have a sound system. QPC
runs per definitionem on a PC and the user has
therefore easy access to state of the arl sound
systems and applications Thanks to Marcel we
can start sound applications even from within
QPC! Reading the discussions on the QL-User
group I learnt (and Dilwyn could, too) that the
20KHz Q60 sound is actually an inferior system
and Marcel and Nasta are looking for something
that meets modern standards. So what is this
statement of Dilwyn about? Can't we stop pro-
moting one system by running the other one
down?

Swiss QL Meetings
Urs Konig

Today {Sat., 27th of July 2AA2} we held the 212th

{approx ) meeting of the Sinclair User Club
Schweiz iSUCS). For the {irst time in years I had
time to join and meet good old friends like Markus
Dettwiler Jonalhan Dent and his wife Lisbeth,
Rudolf Rindlisbacher and Rolf Schneider
Jonathan recovered well from his bike accident so
far: he started back at work this week.
Jonathan and myself had our notebooks wilh us
He showed how he uses RedHat Linux and UQLX
to develop his TCP/lP-stuff and how he manages
to use "server" (Linux) and "client" UQLX at once
on one CPU. He uses two USB-ports with two
UsB2cOM-Converters as the native COM-ports
on his notebook do nol work properly
I showed 5 short MPEG movies and some 50+
piclures I've made at the US Ql-show and my trip
to Niagara Falls in June 2002.
I found a place (angelfire) to host all my pictures
and movies of 1995 US show, Q12000 and the
2002 US show I hope lo upload lhem soon.

rsmall Ads
lwe huue decided to allow for free small ads -,

ibut we reserve the right to limit the number of
:small ads as space permits, or not publish them
iat all if we find it is not Ql-related Pleaser
rhonour the deadlines (see page 2).

i For Sale l

:Sinclair QL with AZERTY (French) Keyboard,,
rbought in 1984, equipped with a 2MB Extension
lincluding TK2 and floppy disk controller 200V1
,Power supply, Monitor (about 15') and some
isoftware like 

-ilbxt87 
Plus 4, QPACI, QPAC2,

'LineDesign 
etc. ... and original documentation. 

,

a:

:Sadi de Luna, 25 Rue Pradien 75019 Paris, 
,

i France. EMail: said.deluna@wanadoo.fr

For Sale
:AT cased system, comprising Aurora withl
,Super Gold Card, Qubide, Superhermes, 3.7G8,
IHDD, Keyboard, IBM Moniior and Mouse. The,

' 
system can be seen on www.macnamaras.com'

:and then under 'Whats New' Price t250
, Contact Mike MacNamara for {urther details on.
' mike@macnamaras.com or phone 01383-824494 '
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I was idly flipping through one
the PC trade magazines at
work and I learned that it was
seventeen years ago that Clive
Sinclair f irst began to admit
that his company was in trou-
ble. A vast oullay on a kind of
electric canoe with wheels
which no-one, not even the
most die hard anorak, would
want to be caught around
town in was cited as the cause
of the company's woes al-
though the QL did get a men-
tion in an aside which noted
that the business community
had failed to take to the new
computer lbegan to think back
through all of those years and
put some perspective on the
way in which the PC, and
Microsoft in particular have
come to dominate our electro-
nic world.
Back in the eighties it was all
up for grabs. The PC was a
bulky device which ran DOS in
one or two different flavours.
Every time you wanted to go
from a Spreadsheet to a Wold
Processor you had lo reboot
and there was no direct way to
interface with the machine
without writing a a script file or
loading QBASIC writing a
BASIC program and then run-
ning it.
It was also not the only kid on
the block. There was the Dra-
gon, The Commodore, The
Atari and the BBC B all of
which were more than capable
of giving the PC a run for its
money.
So where did it all go wrong?
Maybe the botched launch bf
the QL had a lot to do with it
since the word got around it
was not to be trusted as a
system Maybe Sinclair's rn-
creasing financial problems ad-

ded to that air of uncertainty
Certainly the handling of the
QL market by Amstrad (a com-
pany whose name was taken
from Alan M. Sugar liading -

not too far removed from the
other great eighties icon of
Trotters lndependent liading -

co-incidence maybe?) did little
to help the fortunes of the QL

My Back Pages
These ruminations were fur-
ther compounded when I went
to pick up a lot of QL and
Spectrum stuff from an ex user
Looking back at the vast
amount of stuff that was avai-
lable to us in the early days of
the QL it does seem surprising
that we did not do bettei
Some of you may point to the
introduction of the early 16
colour system or GUI as being
points at which the ascen-
dancy of the PC began to
make itself felt Even after that
Amstrad had finally put the
knife into further QL develop-
ment we were still doing well.
As I have said many times I

much preferred working with
my QL to my girlfriend's {now
wife's) XT machine for all of it
capacity

1 Billion Tears PC
Garlner Dataquest also
brought out a report this
month stating that sales of PC
passed the 1 billion mark in
April. This does not mean that
there are one million in use,
however As those of us who
visit out local council dumps
will know there are a large
number of older machines lan-
guishing there {not to mention
the pile outside Dilwyn's win-
dow) and there are even more

in charity shops and the lofts
of people who spent so much
on them and cannot bear to
throw them away when they
become obsolete {about three
weeks after you have bought
it if you are quick off the mirk
with the latest stuff).
Gartner saw the early market
as being confused by the vari-
ous different types available all
of which had different file
syslems and, in the case of the
Ql- and the Amstrad CPC ma-
chines different media By dog-
gedly sticking to their own par
ticular formats and refusing to
take on board the emerging
technology many of these lys:
tems sealed their fate
Had the lnternet been around
then maybe more would have
survived but the sheer exas-
peration of trying to give a
simple text file to someone
who used a different system
led many people to abandon
their computers in favour of
the strong IBM/PC model
which was being sold in increa-
sing numbers.
ln the end, I suppose, we lost
out to better marketing, a com-
patibility issue and more con-
certed programming.
Strange how all of this coinci-
ded over a couple of days
though.

Back in the USA
This year's US show was a
very upbeat experience for QL
users I thought lt was good to
see thal people were working
on new developments in both
the hardware and software
environments.
Jim Hunkin's demonstration of
QDT was something I found
particularly uplifting. He is really
the first person to start to use
the available colours in some
real programming and the re-
sults are very good. Even in it's
partly working alpha state the
sheer flexibility and potential of
the ideas shone through.

€s ff@ffi@
siA9tr s€@6S SFF€gSffS eN@ SW@FetrS
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During the discussion of the
system which followed his de-
monstration he made a lot of
notes about the suggestions
raised by the people who were
watching so it is clear that he
has the end user very much in
mind.

The concepts may not be to
everyone's liking but they do
brrng the QL more into the gra-
phical area occupied by many
of the more modern computer
systems. There are still those
for whom lhe mouse is the
work of the devil and the long
command lines typed into the
interpreter are the holy cate-
chisms or mantras. Me, I am all

for point and click, get the
work done.

Doing it the Hardware
way
You may be lorgiven {only iust)
if you feel I have something

against hardware ln the many
and lurid outpourings on the
QL Users list I have been seen
as being somewhat inclined
towards the use of QPC2 than
towards a hardware solution.
The truth is that I have just as
much enthusiasm for both
sides of the fence I love the
portability that QPC2 has given
me and the fact that I can have
a PC in the same box as a QL.
I have also, over the years,

enjoyed messing around with
various bits of QL hardware
The whole 'Electronic Mecca-
no' feel gives you a different
feeling to that of the standard
PC 'plug it in and load the
drivers' {more on this a little
later).
It was, therefore, good to see
Nasta demonstrating, at the US
Show his enthusiasm for build-
ing and designing new hard-
ware for the QL. His concepts
of how the QL hardware scene
should progress are, as usual,

carefully thought out and
neatly executed whilst,at the
same time, being quite visiona-
ry rn some areas.
His next new project, which
would seem to be well ad-
vanced, is the Super IDE board.
I am sure there will be other
mentions and descriptions of
this in the magazine so I will
keep my contribution short but,
given the thoughts expressed
above about compatibility,
there are a couple of conside-
ralions.
The new board will have seve-
ral normal IDE channels as well
as the facility to address Com-
pact Flash cards. For those of
you who do not know these
devices they are used in many
cameras and handheld PDAs
as removable storage devices.
The question I should have
asked Nasta but did not think
of at the time is what kind of
file system is envisaged for the
interface?

The new handwriting analysis program fronr Just Words! A simple
questionnaire that takes you through the basics of graphology and
enablss you to analyse alrnost any sample of handwriting.

You need no previous knowledge or experience to use this
program. All you need is a little lirne to learn the basic concepts of
graphology and different handwriting styles.

Many firms use handwriting analysis to select job applicants, but is it
a science, a pseudo-science or just plain nonsense? Judge for
yourself using AUTO-GRAPH. Worth buying for the interest value
alone.

AUTO-GRAPH joins our
program range of:

QL.RHYMES

QL-2_PC TMNSFER

STYLE-CHECK

QL.THESAURUS

ln preparation:

VOCABULARY DATABASE

_l

Each program:
E1 Oor€1 5

All Just Words! programs are pointer driven and
require Tooldt 2 and tho Pointer Environment
Files or SMSO-E to be installed on your
computer.

Lfil Geoff Wicks, 28 Ravensdafe, Basildon, Essex, S516 5HU, UK.

tl ll ll ret: +44 (0)1268 281 826 Emait: seoffwicks@hotmait.com

\/ (:/ Web: httpt/members.tripod.ca.uVgeoffwicks/justwords.htm

Just Words! - Software for Writers and Word Lovers"
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File Und er.....
At the moment we have three
systems in current use.
The old Qubide rs based on
the 'Rebel' interface and heavi-
ly modified by Phil Borman.
This had quite a few good
points to it but there were also
some drawbacks in instabilities
in the way it stored its file map.

On the whole it has been a

stable system for most people
and it was usually the fragility
of the hard drive that caused
problems rather than the inter-
face or driver
QXLs and QPC both use a
different method for the hard
drive. The base unit is a PC
formatted drive whieh is the
same one used for the PC's
operation. SMSQ will then cre-
ate a file on the PC's hard
drive. Nominally this is called
QXL.WIN and seen by the PC's
system as such. You can re-
name this in QPC but the QXL
never had that facility Once
the emulation is started it will
see the QXL.WIN file as WlNl-.
There are facilities in the confi-
guration of QPC2 to create se-
veral of these files on the
same media and give them
names. Up to eight at a time
can be used by SMSQIE. I will
not go too deeply into this
now but the system becomes
very useful lor CD access.
The Q40i60 uses an Atari
format {or the hard drive and
comes with a partitioning pro-
gram which can be used to
create different 'virtual drives'
on the available space. the ori-
ginal system would only allow
four partitions to be created al-

though this may have changed
since. I have not seen any dis-
cussion of this anywhere so
maybe someone can enlighten
us.
The thing the three systems
have in common is that they
are mutually incompatible and
that is, in my opinion, a major
sticking point. Now I admit that

it would be hard to change
tack for all of these systems at
this late stage but we despe-
rately need to try to build in

some form of new compatibili-
ty into our new hardware.
Although it may seem a bit like
bias on my part I would like to
see that compatibility built
around the QXL.WIN format
and I have compelling reasons
for saying that

School U n i-information
The thing I would like Nasta to
consider is to have the
QXLWIN file format for the new
IDE device. This would mean
that older users would have to
change their data over from
the old system to the new one
but it would only be the con-
tainer that would change The
internal structure is the same
whether it is mounted on a

Qubide, a Q40 or QPC lf you
can build QXLWIN support into
the IDE device then you can
transfer data from device to
device via compact flash cards
with complete ease Given the
size of the QL's data and pro-
gram files you can easily fit a
complex system onto 12BMb
so you could move your whole
system around with ease
across all of the platforms
Now I know that some of you
are going to pop up and talk
about QXLTools and some of
the other programs available to
read these files and I agree
that the facility is available now
but it is not a part of the
system. Many of you who read
this magazine will have heard
me say this before but I will
say this again. The drawback
with all of these extensions
and add ons is that they do
require some tinkering and set-
ting up to be usable and for
some people that is lust too
much for them to do At the
very least reading, copying,
deleting and all of the usual file
operation should be available

without a complex setup sys-
tem. Our community is not just

a bunch of people who are all

technically advanced and com-
pletely literate in programming
It is also ordinary people who
want to swap files with other
people. SMSQ/E does allow
the writing of PC format disks
and we should really consider
extending this system to big-
ger devices.

Ethernet or not
Another welcome innovation
that will be on the new Super
IDE is the optronal Ethernet
port. This will not mean instant
networking between these de-
vices and other computers or
even between Super IDE

equipped QLs because we will
still need some driver software
but it is a step in the right di-
rection. We also need some
cards and drivers for the Qxx
series so we can connect both
of these syslems to standard
PC systems and we have a
great deal more flexibility

New project anyon€?
Ethernel is very useful on my
PCs at home and at work. I

plug my laptop into the net-
work at home and then map
the drives. I then configure the
device list in QPC2 1o have the
locate the QXL.WIN files on the
newly mapped drives and have
them on the list. That way I can
access the files on either ma-
chine just as if they were on
the one I am using. lt also
means I can backup the files
between the two very easily I

would love lo be able to do
this on the Q40 and the
MinsisQl at the same speed
and on the same network.

Fly Like a QPCagle
Talking of QPC2, Marcel has
added more improvernents to
the code over the last two
monlhs. He has done what
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many people have asked him
to and changed the slave
block handling so that files
load fasier This speeds up the
operation of the program con-
siderably and makes the whole
thing very slick to use He
does hope to be able to add
similar changes to the nexl
release of SMSQiE for the
other systems too. This re-
lease of QPC2 also sees the
first steps towards adding Win-
dow Manager support for the
new colours and that will
enable programmers to adapt
PE programs to use the exten-
ded palette,
The current version of QPC2
did throw up one problem at
the recent Eindhoven show My
lnvoicing program is compiled
with Qliberator and I needed
to make a few changes to it al
the start of the show. When I

recompiled it the whole system
crashed. Wolfgang Urlich, who
was there at the time and who
had also updated his version of
QPC2, tried the same thing
with one of his program and
experienced the same pro-
blem. Jochen, howeve[ was
able to compile programs with
ease. I loaded the prevrous
version of QPC2 and the file
compiled perfectly
I have been looking into this
and I have come to the con-
clusion that the difference was
that both Wolfgang and I were
compiling programs created
with EasyPtr and both of us
were adding menus to the pro-
grams. Jochens, however
were straight BASIC listings
without attempting to attach
other files. This will take some
investigation but I suspect that
the faull lies in the way the
Qliberator works
It is not unknown for Qlibera-
tor to have problems with
more modern systems and it
is not strange that changes to
the way that the operaling
system handles things like the

memory should throw up odd
problems. I hope that we can
solve this one because the
speed gain in the current
version is so noticeable ln the
meantime I suggest that, since
this would seem to be the only
problem with the current ver-
sion, users who upgrade keep
a copy of the previous version
in case lhey need to compile
something. Anyone who has
any thoughts on this subject
should contact Marcel so he
can put the problem to bed.

Honourable Mentions
in Despatches
This is a leftover from last
issue's column. ln my haste to
get the copy to Jochen in time
for the US show I managed to
leave this out So, sorry for the
lateness but this is too good to
go without a mention

All the QColours of
the Rainbow
We have had a great number
of 'firsts'recently but this is the
first QL program that can seri-
ously emulate the Windoze abi-
lity to use skins and that, in
itsell is worthy of some great
trumpet playing. Combine this
with the fact the the thing is so
incredibly useful and you have
a great little utility all for free.
The First part of this program
came from Wolfgang Urlich
who demonstrated it to me at
an Eindhoven show early in the
year I wanted to get a deeper
red colour on a program I was
playing with and the colour
palette did not really offer that.
Wolfgang gave me a small

utility to allow me to find the
colour I wanled and then use
the 16 bit colour number to get
it into the program You can
selecl either colour hue or
saturation and move the sliders
around until you arrive at the
colour of your choice. Once
you have done this you click
on the little button on the
bottom and the resulting hex
code is copied to the stuffer
buffer A quick ALT-SPACE in

QD and there you are

All \(olfganged up
lf this was not enough of good
thing Wolfgang Lenerz got in

on the act and added his own
little refinemenl He had been
working on a utility to allow
people to use a bitmap as a
background in an EASYptr
menu. When you combine the
two things you get a stunning
efiect on a very useful little
program.
You can grab this little program
from most of the usual free
sources including Thierry Go-
defroy's and Dilwyn's website
and it is well worth the effort
of getting a cop\1 even if you
do not do any programming,

lust to see the effects lt will, of
course, only work on the sys-
tems which use the extended
colour drivers but that is an
increasing number of people
now.
This is a really good piece of
work well done the Wolf
Gangs!

And Finally....
This is the time of year that
many of you head off lo the
coast for a bit of sun and surf.
Most of the newspapers have
recommended reading lists
Here are a couple from me...

The C Handbook
Pier To Prer Networking Made
Easy

Have a good summer holiday.



endaThe QL Show A

[xact venue to be

Irish
24th

announced-best

2n L Show r

to 26th August
contact Darren Brangh, the organiser (see

Ireland

News section)

worksho
Sundty, 22nil of Septemberu 10am & 4prn

The Byfleet Village Hall.
[t125, jnl1

Addlestone
Chertsey

The Hall is just inside 1v125, between jns 10 & 11,

just South of A245.
From jn11 go towards Weybridge (East) then turn
right (South) onto A31B towards Brooklands, then
through the old track onto A245. Right, then left at
second roundabout. Left at little roundabout and
Hall is on right.
From jn 10, A3 towards London, left onto A245 aI [;f"n
next junction, towards Woking. After A31B joins,

turn left at second roundabout - see above
Free Parking, and all the usual attractions, lf that
isn't enough, Brooklands Museum {aircraft and
motor racing) is just up the 837 4: or there's a Bus
Collection on the A245 to Cobham: or I'll explain how
The station is on the Waterloo - Woking line,

Contact, Ken Bain, 01932 347

Byfleet Village
Hall

to drive to the RHS Gardens at Wisley.

432 kenb@bcs.org.uk

Byfleef A New Haw
Station

A3r8

Brooklands Shops Weybridge
B,374

A3, Gobham
M25, jn10

German
Two-f)ay Evetrto Sat./Strr, 5th/6th October

Hotel Schwabenwirt, Koenigsseer Str. 1, D-83 471 Berchtesgaden
Driving directions

1. From Mtjnchen / Munich internationalAirport
a) Take the Bus or S-Bahn (raikoad) that leads you in 45 min. to
Munich Hauptbahnhof (railwaystation) and from there you get the
ticket to Berchtesgaden. Maybe you will have to change the train at
Freilassing. You will arrive there in about 4 hours. Ask lor special
prices {groups, weekend).
b) rent a car and get to the autobahn AB Muenchen-Salzburg, after
150 km you will cross the border to Austria (you will need a
vignette for the austrian autobahn, buy it at the last petrol-station in
germany), in austria take the direction Villach/Klagenfurt/l/Yu {not
Salzburg or Wien/ Vienna) then leave the autobahn at the exit
Salzburg Si.id/Berchtesgaden, there turn right and follow the street
straight up to Berchtesgaden {about i6 km}. You never turn left or
right and find the big bus-/railway-station in the center of BGD at a
traffic-light. Turn left, cross the bridge and see after 50m the yellow
hoteland the parking lot at the left side
c)as above, but without vignette, slower but cheaper and over the
mountains' Leave the autobahn 145 km after Munich at the exit Bad

Reichenhall, turn right at the roundabout and then iollow the signs
about 22 km along the street 820 around Bad Reichenhall and to
Berchtesgaden. Do always take the main-road! There in BGD you
will stop the first time at a traffic light near the railwaystation. At
the second tralficlighl turn righl over the bridge and after 50m
turn left That's it
d) l{ the weather is fine, you have a lot of time and you want to
enjoy the nice alps, leave the Autobahn at the exit Bernau at the
big lake Chiemsee (take a trip wilh the ship io the famous castle
on the island!), follow the street B 305 -, Grassau -,Reit im Winkl
(good italian icecream!) -' Ruhpolding -' lnzell -, Ramsau -,
Berchtesgaden. Arrived there, look at (c). lt's a marvellous
sightseeingtour along the alps!l!

2. Salzburg Airport:
Take a bus or a taxi io the central station (Hauptbahnhof), from
there take the RVO-Bus (the fastest) t0 Berchtesgaden
Hauptbahnhof. {The trip lrom there to BGD by train via Freilassing
lasts very longl) There cross the street and the bridge, afler 50m

on the left side you will see the yellow hotel. Easy?


